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Abstract
God says in the Qura 'an:

\

^ ij^ "30ujVjj

"And We have made from water every living thing. Will they not then believe? " 30 Surah AI-Anbiya

also God says: ij>- j-»d "65 b>^ ? j2 3:v '4J ^ b! t£r 'ij b^j^i ^ ^ ^ *^ i> 'J>' ^j"
"And Allah sends down water (rain) from the sky, then He revives the earth therewith after its death.
Verily, in this is a sign (clear proof) for people who listen (obey Allah). 65" Surah An-Nahl ^>M & "JS-

Water resources development around the world has taken many different forms and
directions since the dawn of civilization. Water shortage in arid and semiarid regions
has encouraged the search for additional sources currently not exploited intensively.
Hence, knowledge of the infiltration process is a requirement for understanding water
management.
The main aim here is to solve the one-dimensional nonlinear time-dependent
Richard's equation for water flow in an unsaturated uniform soil. The main theory of
soil infiltration is introduced using a mathematical-physical approach to describe
water movement in unsaturated soils. This gives rise to Richard's flow equation;
which is presented for both unsaturated and also saturated soil.
Methods for solving Richard's equation by both analytical and numerical techniques
are then introduced. This gives rise to a discussion of the similarity methods first
used by Philip to determine analytical solutions of Richard's equation in an
unsaturated soil.
This is then generalised to determine a broader class of solutions using the Lie
(classical) symmetry approach. The non-classical symmetries of Bluman and Cole
are also determined.

Although these group methods provide the most widely

applicable technique to find solutions of ordinary and partial differential equations, a
large number of tedious calculations are involved. With the help of computer algebra
it is shown that the determining equations for the non-classical case lead to four new
highly non-linear equations which are solved in five particular cases. Each case of
classical and non-classical solutions is then reduced to an ordinary differential
equation and explicit solutions are produced when possible.

Vll

The potential classical and non-classical method, first suggested by Bluman, Reid
and Kumei, is also discussed and presented.

The potential non-classical method

produced new results, which the potential classical method did not. The solution is
useful as a tool by which to judge the quality of numerical methods.
A practical solution of classical (Lie/ potential) and non-classical symmetry of
Richard's equation is presented. Finally, conclusions and suggestions for further work
are discussed.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The symmetry analysis presented here is motivated by problems associated with
water flow in unsaturated soils and the need described by Philip [1988] to develop
more quasi-analytic methods to describe the strongly non-linear Richard's [FokkerPlanck] equations which describe such flow. It is worth reflecting that most of the
water in the hydrological cycle is located in the unsaturated soil between the time of
rainfall and its return to the atmosphere.
Water is the basis of life as it is for a whole range of natural and artificial productive
processes on the earth. It is the main component of the environment and an essential
element for life, water is also fundamental for sustaining a high quality of life and
for economic and social development. Water greatly effects human health. Humans
have had to face hardships related to water since its supply is so readily effected by
natural phenomena and, in recent times, by his own increased demands on the natural

environment.
The water we use today has been around for hundreds of millions of years, and
the amount available probably hasn't changed very much. Water moves around the
world, changed forms, is taken by plants and animals, but never really disappears
[TRW Inc. 1995-1999].

1.1

The earth's water budget and distribution:

Water covers 70% of the earth's surface, but it is difficult to comprehend the
total amount of water when we only see a small portion of it. The total amount of
water in the hydrosphere consists of free water in liquid, solid, or gassed phases in
the atmosphere, on the earth's surface, and in the crust down to the depth of 2000
meters. By approximate estimate (Korzoun, 1978), the earth's hydrosphere contains
a huge amount of water about 1,386 million cubic kilometers (km3 ). However, 97.5
percent of this amount is saline water, and only 2.5 percent is fresh water.

The

greater fraction of the fresh water (68.7 percent) is in the form of ice and permanent
snow cover in the Antarctic, the Arctic, and mountainous regions. Fresh groundwater
comprises 29.9 percent of fresh water resources, only 0.26 percent of the total amount
of fresh water on the earth is concentrated in lakes, reservoirs, and river system.
The following diagram displays the volumes of water contained on land, in oceans,
and in the atmosphere. Arrows indicate the annual exchange of water between these
storages (WW.2010).
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Figure 1.1: Earth's water budget and distribution, (source: WW.2010, 1997)
of it while others have very little.

The above estimations represent the so-called

natural static water storage in the hydrosphere. It is the long-term, average amount
of water simultaneously contained in water bodies, aquifers, and the atmosphere.
For short time periods (months, seasons, years), the estimations of water storage
in the hydrosphere abiding vary during water exchange among the ocean, rivers,
clouds, rain and the atmosphere (surface water evaporates, cloud water precipitates,
rainfall infiltrates the ground, etc.). The period of full recharge is about 2.500 years
for oceanic waters, 10,000 years for permafrost and polar ice, and 1.500 years for
deep groundwater and mountainous glaciers (Korzoun, 1974, 1978). However, the
total amount of the earth's water does not change. From the time the earth was

formed, water has been traveling in a large continuous cycle.

The circulation and

conservation of earth's water is usually called the turnover of water on the earth, or
the global hydrological cycle; ("hydro" means water). The Hydrologic Cycle module
has been organized into the following sections.

1.2

The Hydrologic cycle:

There are many processes work together to keep Earth's water moving in a cycle.
Evapotranspiration, Condensation, Precipitation, Infiltration and Runoff are the
main five processes at work in the hydrologic cycle, figure (1.2).
""' > Condensation
Mnivr Air

Figure 1.2: Hydrologic cycle (source: Michael Ritter www. UWSP. 2002)

1.2.1

Evapotranspiration:

Evapotranspiration is the combined net effect of two processes, figure (1.3): evaporation and transpiration; water evaporating from the ground and transpiration by
plants.
Evaporation is the phase change of liquid water into a vapor (gas). It is an important means of transferring energy between the surface and the air above. Eighty-eight
percent of all water entering the atmosphere originates from the ocean between 60
degrees north and 60 degrees south latitude.

Water on any surface, especially the

surfaces of modules; ponds, streams, rivers, lakes, and oceans, is warmed by the heat
of the sun until it reaches the point at which water turns into the vapor, or gaseous,
form. The water vapor then rises into the atmosphere. Most of the water evaporated
from the ocean returns directly back to the ocean. Some water is transported over
land before it is precipitated out. The water vapor may condense back into a liquid
and rather than condensing and precipitating directly back into the ocean, water vapor may be transported to some other location where it condenses and precipitates
out.
Transpiration is the process by which plants return moisture to the air. Plants
take up water through their roots and then lose some of the water through pores in
their leaves. As hot air passes over the surface of the leaves, the moisture absorbs
the heat and evaporates into the air.
Evapotranspiration uses a larger portion of precipitation than the other processes

associated with the hydrologic cycle.

Evaporation

Transpiration

Courtesy Erich Roeckner, Max PLanck Institute for Meteorology

Figure 1.3: Evapotranspiration (source: www. k!2)

1.2.2

Condensation:

Condensation: is the process of water changing from vapor to a liquid.

Water

vapor in the air rises mostly by convection. This means that warm, humid air will
rise, while cooler air will flow downward. As the warmer air rises, the water vapor
will lose energy, causing its temperature to drop. The water vapor then has a change
of state into liquid or ice. When these droplets form in the sky and other atmospheric
conditions are present, clouds will form. As the droplets collide, they merge and form
larger droplets and eventually, precipitation will occur.

1.2.3

Precipitation:

Precipitation is water being released from clouds as rain, sleet, snow, or hail. Precipitation begins after water vapor, which has condensed in the atmosphere, becomes
too heavy to remain in atmosphere air currents and falls.

Precipitation varies in

amount, intensity, and form by season and geographic location.

These factors im-

pact whether water will flow into streams or infiltrate into the ground. In most parts
of the world , records are kept of snow and rainfall. This allows scientists to determine average rainfalls for a location as well as classify rainforms based on duration,
intensity and average return period. This information is crucial for crop management
as well as engineering design of water control structures and flood control.
Under some circumstances precipitation actually evaporates before it reaches the
surface. More often, though, precipitation reaches the Earth's surface, adding to the
surface water in streams and lakes, or infiltrating the soil to become groundwater.

1.2.4

Infiltration:

A portion of the precipitation that reaches the earth's surface seeps into the ground
through the process called infiltration. Infiltration refers to water that penetrates
into the surface of soil, generally by downward flow, infiltration rate is controlled
by the physical characteristics of the soil (i.e., soil texture), soil structure [see for
example Michigan State University 1997], soil cover (i.e., vegetation), soil moisture
status (i.e.,water content of the soil) , soil temperature and rainfall intensity. High
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infiltration rates occur in dry soils , with infiltration slowing as the soil becomes
wet, coarse textured soils with a large well-connected pore space tend to have higher
infiltration rates than fine textured soils.

However, coarse textured soils fill more

quickly than fine textured soils due to a smaller amount of total pore space in a unit
volume of soil.
Vegetation also affects infiltration [see for example Erase, 1997]. As water reaches
the surface in various forms of precipitation, it is intercepted by plants or falls directly
to the surface. Precipitation that collects on the leaves or stems of plants is known as
interception. The amount of water intercepted by a plant largely depends on plant
form.

Water is held on the leaf surface until it either drips off as through fall or

trickles down the leaf stem finally reaching the ground as stem flow.

Interception

of falling rain buffers the surface against erosion. Coniferous trees tend to intercept
more water than deciduous trees on an annual basis because deciduous trees drop their
leaves for a period of time. Infiltration is higher for soils under forest vegetation than
bare soils.

Tree roots loosen and provides conduits through which water can enter

the soil. Plant Leaves and surface litter reduce the impact of falling rain keeping soil
passages from becoming sealed.
Upon reaching the ground, some water infiltrates into the soil, possibly percolating
down to the ground water zone or it may run across the surface as runoff.
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1.2.5

Runoff:

Water that doesn't infiltrate the soil flows on the surface as runoff.

Runoff is

the movement of water, usually from precipitation, across the earth's surface towards
stream channels, lakes, oceans, or depressions or low points in the earth's surface.
Runoff can also come from melted snow and ice. When there is a lot of precipitation,
soil become saturated with water. Additional rainfall can no longer enter it. Runoff
will eventually drain into creeks, streams, and rivers, adding a large amount of water
to the flow. Surface water always travels towards the lowest point possible, usually
the oceans.

Along the way some water evaporates, infiltrates into the ground, or

is used for agricultural, residential, or industrial purposes. The characteristics that
affect the rate of runoff include rainfall, duration and intensity as well as the ground's
slope, soil type and ground cover. Runoff is then generated quicker than one might
have with a finer textured soil.
Runoff is the movement of land water to the oceans, chiefly in the form of rivers,
lakes, and streams. Runoff consists of precipitation that neither evaporates, transpires
nor penetrates the surface to become groundwater. Even the smallest streams are
connected to larger rivers that carry billions of gallons of water into oceans worldwide.
Excess runoff can lead to flooding, which occurs when there is too much precipitation.

10
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Figure 1.4: Groundwater (source: www. groundwater.com)

1.3

What is the Groundwater

The type of water we generally use in human activities is freshwater. Only 2.5%
of the world's water supply is freshwater and two-thirds of that is frozen forming the
polar ice caps, glaciers, and icebergs. The remaining 1% of the total world water
supply is freshwater available as either surface water or groundwater. Groundwater
accounts for two-thirds of this amount.
Groundwater provides an estimated:
§ 22% of all freshwater withdrawals
§ 34% of agricultural use (mostly for irrigation)
§ 40% of the public water supply withdrawals
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§ 53% of all drinking water for the total population
§ 97% of drinking water for the rural population
Groundwater is used for drinking water by more than 50% of the people in the
United States, including almost everyone who lives in rural areas. The largest use for
groundwater is to irrigate crops.
Groundwater and the world's freshwater supply
Fresh -

WofJd water supply
(fresh and saline)
Saline
(95.1%)

World water supply
(fresh only)
, rwefs, eic.
)
Snow and See
Grcundwater
(68.4%)

Ss&ce AGspted torn Figure 2, Freshwater Seriss No. A-2, Ws'.er— Here, Th

Figure 1.5: Groundwater and the world's freshwater supply, (source: www. groundwate. com)
Groundwater is often thought of as an underground river or lake. Only in caves or
within lava flows does groundwater occur this way. Instead, groundwater is usually
held in porous soil or rock materials, much the same way water is held in a sponge.
Groundwater can be found almost everywhere below the earth's surface. When
rain falls to the ground, the water does not stop moving. Some of it flows along the
surface in streams or lakes, some of it is used by plants, some evaporates and returns
to the atmosphere, and some sinks into the ground.

Underground water is all the
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water that has penetrated the earth's surface and is found in one of two soil layers,
figure (1.6). The one nearest the surface is the "zone of aeration" (unsaturated zone)
, where gaps between soil are rilled with both air and water. Below this layer is the
"zone of saturation", where the gaps are filled with water. The water table is the
boundary between these two layers. The water table may be only a foot below the
ground's surface or it may be hundreds of feet down.

4-

Surface Layer
Zone of
Aeration
Water Table
Zone of
Saturation

Figure 1.6: The main soil's layers (source: ww. 2010, 1997)

Water beneath the surface comprises the next largest store of water. Groundwater
and soil water together make up about .5% of all water (by volume).

There is a

difference between soil water and groundwater; soil water is the water held in pore
spaces between soil particles. Soil pore spaces usually are partially empty of water
most of the time but fill with water after rain storm.

Groundwater, on the other

hand, is found where earth materials are saturated throughout the year.
the pore spaces are always occupied with water.

That is,

Both soil and groundwater are
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very important sources of water.

Soil water is available for plants to extract and

use. Groundwater is an important source of water for irrigation and drinking water
supplies.

As the amount of groundwater water increases or decreases, the water

table rises or falls accordingly. When the entire area below the ground is saturated,
flooding occurs because all subsequent precipitation is forced to remain on the surface
In most cases, groundwater is not found in large underground rivers or lakes.
Rather, groundwater is stored in geological formations called aquifers.
The amount of water that can be held in the soil is called "porosity". The flow of
groundwater is much slower than runoff, with speeds usually measured in centimeters
per day, meters per year, or even centimeters per year. The rate at which water flows
through the soil is its "permeability". Different surfaces hold different amounts of
water and absorb water at different rates. Surface permeability is extremely important
for hydrologists to monitor because as a surface becomes less permeable, an increasing
amount of water remains on the surface, creating a greater potential for flooding.
Flooding is very common during winter and early spring because the frozen ground
has no permeability, causing most rainwater and meltwater to become runoff.
Water that infiltrates the soil flows downward until it encounters impermeable
rock, Fig (1.7) (shown in gray), and then travels laterally. The locations where water
moves laterally are called "aquifers". Groundwater returns to the surface through
these aquifers (arrows), which empty into lakes, rivers, and the oceans. Under special
circumstances, groundwater can even flow upward in artesian wells.
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Impermeable Rock
Figure 1.7: Water that infiltrates the soil flows downward until it encounters imper
meable rock (source: ww. 2010, 1997)
The water table may be deep or shallow and may rise or fall depending on many
factors. Heavy rains or melting snow may cause the water table to rise or an extended
period of dry weather may cause the water table to fall. Groundwater is stored in,
and moves slowly through, layers of soil, sand and rocks called aquifers. The speed
at which groundwater flows depends on the size of the spaces in the soil or rock and
how well the spaces are connected.

The knowledge of natural groundwater flow is

important to ensure the specific source of water is known,
Although groundwater exists everywhere under the ground, some parts of the saturated zone contain more water than others. An aquifer is an underground formation
of permeable rock or loose material which can produce useful quantities of water when
tapped by a well. Aquifers come in all sizes. They may be small, only a few hectares
in area, or very large, underlying thousands of square kilometers of the earth's surface. They may be only a few meters thick, or they may measure hundreds of meters
from top to bottom.
It is a common misconception that groundwater is found in underground rivers
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like those that form limestone caverns. In fact, ground-water is more like the water in
a sponge, held within the tiny pores of the surrounding aquifer material. Much like
the flow of water in a river, however, the flow of groundwater is subject to gravity
and is almost always in motion, flowing from areas of higher elevation to areas of
lower elevation. (In the case of groundwater in confined aquifers, it is pressure rather
than gravity that makes water move. In this case, water flows from areas of high
pressure to areas of low pressure.) Just like what happens when a sponge soaked
with water is tilted, gravity forces water to flow from one pore space or fracture to
another. The steeper the gradient or slope, the faster the groundwater will flow. It is
important to note that the rate of groundwater flow, especially in confined systems,
is very slow compared to the flow of water on the surface. It is typically in the range
of several inches per year to several feet per year. For water to move freely through
a rock, the pores and/or fractures must be large enough and connected enough so
that the friction from the water moving past the rock particle does not impede the
flow. The degree of an aquifer's porosity and permeability is key to the movement of
groundwater through an aquifer.
Increasing demands of water supply day by day for drinking, irrigation, and other
purposes requires utilization of more groundwater resource and their proper management. Water resources development around the world has taken many different forms
and directions since the dawn of civilization.

Humans have long sought ways of

capturing, storing, cleaning, and redirecting freshwater resources in efforts to reduce
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their exposure to irregular river flows and unpredictable rainfall. Early agriculture
civilizations formed in regions where rainfall and runoff could be easily and reliably
tapped.

The growth of cities required advances in the sciences of civil engineering

and hydrology as water supplies had to be brought from increasingly distant sources.
For utilization and management of groundwater resource, it is necessary to estimate
the instability of the water table. Water shortage in arid and semiarid regions has encouraged the search for additional sources currently not exploited intensively. Hence,
knowledge of the infiltration process as it is affected by the soil's properties and transient conditions, and by the mode of water supply, is a requirement for understanding
the biophysical environment and for efficient soil and water management.

1.4

The objective and structure of the thesis

An important feature in the hydrologic research and practice is a focus on groundwater and its quality, and this focus may continue for years to come. As we did see
above, infiltration processes are a very important part of the physics of the hydrologic cycle.

This is no less true for that portion of the soil to which we add water

ourselves when irrigating crops. Perhaps less obvious is that the importance of unsaturated flow is greatest in a dry country, such as Australia whereas Philip [1988]
states 93% of precipitation enters the soil and only 1% is returned to the atmosphere
by evaporation.

It is clear therefore that processes of water movement in unsat-

urated soil play a central role, not only to hydrology but also to irrigation, plant
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ecology, and solute transport.

Agricultural, environmental, and engineering con-

cerns often require knowledge of the quantity and direction of water movement in
unsaturated soils. Problems related to one-dimensional, isothermal transient water
transfer in unsaturated homogeneous isotropic nonswelling soil have been developed
to a large extent in terms of solution of the Richard's differential equation; these can
be estimated from analytical or numerical solutions.
Our emphasis throughout this thesis is to solve the one-dimensional nonlinear
time-dependent Richards equation for water flow in an unsaturated uniform soil.
Chapter 2 introduce the basis of our current understanding of soil infiltration theory
which is one important outcome of the mathematical-physical approach to the study of
water movement in unsaturated soils. It also briefly introduces the basic development
of unsaturated Richard's flow equation, and its mathematical features.

Chapter 3

presents an introduction to similarity methods applied to Richard's equation in onedimension, focusing on Philip's approach [Philip, 1969] for solving the equation using
the Exact solution methods [Philip, 1954, 1957, and 1957a].
Chapters 4 and 5 introduce the classical Lie group method, use it to determine
the classical symmetries of the equation, give a thorough classical Lie symmetry
group analysis and an explicit calculation of the point transformation group of the
equation. The latter result leads directly to conditions on the mathematical forms of
diffusivity D(u] and hydraulic conductivity K(u) functions, which have been solved
in some particular cases in Chapter 5.
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The classical Lie group method is used again, in Chapter 6, together with the
Macsyma program to solve the three-dimension infiltration equation.

A complete

analysis is carried out for the Richard's equation in three dimension. Determining
equations are then produced, which have been solved in two main cases.

Explicit

solutions are produced when possible.
Chapter 7 focusses upon the derivation of the non-classical symmetries of Bluman
& Cole [1969], using Macsyma program, as they apply to Richard's equation for water
flow in an unsaturated uniform soil. It is shown that the determining equations for
the non-classical case lead to four highly non-linear equations which have been solved
in five particular cases. In each case the corresponding similarity ansatz' has been
derived and Richard's equation is reduced to an ordinary differential equation.
Richard's equation is also expressed as a potential system in Chapter 8, and
in reviewing the classical Lie solutions a new symmetry is derived together with
its similarity ansatz.

Determining equations are then produced for the potential

system using the non-classical algorithm.

This results in an under-determined set

of equations and an example of a classical and nonclassical symmetry that reveals a
missing classical case is presented. Chapter 9, presents an example of a classical and
non-classical symmetry reduction applied the infiltration of moisture in soil.

The

condition for surface invariance is used to demonstrate the equivalent of a classical
Lie and potential symmetry.
are presented.

Finally, conclusions and suggestions for further work
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Chapter 2
The basic theory of infiltration and
the derivation of Richard's
equation

2.1

Introduction

The Physical basis of water flow in saturated and unsaturated soils has been established last century, and applications in hydrology, civil engineering, and related
environmental sciences are spreading rapidly. Several recent studies have been devoted to characterizing the infiltration process (Philip 1968, 1969) because of its
importance in determining the amount of rainwater conserved, runoff, erosion, and
soil chemical transfer of overland flow. There are many studies, that make wide use
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of Richard's infiltration equation, including Philip [1957a, b, 1974], Parlange [1971],
Gardner [1958, 1959], and Broadbridge and White [1988]. There are also, many recent books on soil physics that provide a good and clear non-mathematical coverage
of understanding soil water flow from the perspective of water movement within soil,
see for example Hillel [1998] & Miyazaki [1993]. A recent book by R. Smith et al
[2002] provides a reference or guide for those interested in modern infiltration theory,
which present the theoretical and mathematical basis of physical-based infiltration
functions, and indicates how to apply the theory to various hydrologic problems.
The movement of water in the field can be characterized as a continuous cycle,
repetitive sequence of processes, without beginning or end. However, we can conceive
the cycle as if it begins with the entry of water in the soil by the process of infiltration,
continues with the temporary storage of water in the soil, and ends with its removal
from the soil by the evaporation, drainage, or plant uptake. Several rather different
stages of the cycle can be recognized and, although these stages are independent and
may at times be simultaneous, as we have described in the previous chapter.
When water is supplied from above to the soil surface, whether by rainfall, snowmelt,
or irrigation, it typically penetrates the surface and successively is absorbed into
deeper layers of the profile. However, often, a portion of the arriving water may fail
to penetrate and will instead tend to accumulate at the surface or flow over it. The
entry of water into the soil may depend on an array of conditions. It may take place
through the entire surface uniformly, or via localized furrows or crevices. It may also
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move upward into the soil from some source below, such as a rising water table or
buried pipe. Nevertheless, our interest here is the movement of water downward.
In the field the description of infiltration is highly complicated since the initial and
boundary conditions are usually not constant while the soil characteristics may vary
with time and space. Considering this, the problem presented here is the fundamental
concept of water flow into unsaturated homogenous soil, and the theory supporting a
scientifically valid approach to infiltration. The theory presented here is built on the
contributions of many earlier investigations, mostly depends on John Philip works,
for example Philp [1957, 1960,1969, 1988]. We will discuss his approach for solving
Richard's equation, in the next chapter, using quasi-analytical and series approaches.

2.2

Brief history

In 1856, the engineer Henry Darcy discovered the flow equation as a result of his
investigation in designing a filtration system for the city Dijon in Prance. Later in
1911, Green and Ampt published a remarkable paper describing the process of infiltration from a ponded surface condition [Hillel,1998 page 393].

In 1931, Richards

[1931] presented an equation, which is known as Richards Equation and will be derived later in this chapter. In 1933, a consulting engineer and an active member of
AUG [American Geophysical Union], Robert A Horton, published his assessment of
the role of infiltration in flood generation. In 1948, Childs and George recognized
the diffusion character of the particular form of Richards equation that applied to a
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one-dimensional horizontal system, later in 1950, they developed the concentrationdependent diffusivity by applying Darcy's law to the movement of water down a
potential gradient produced by a moisture gradient. This work implied the existence
of a general partial differential equation describing liquid phase water movement in
a porous medium which would prove to be of the diffusion type when the pressure
potential was a single-valued function of the moisture content. In 1952, Klute explicitly derived Richards equation based on volumetric water content; by applying the
continuity requirement to the vector form of Darcy's law for homogeneous medium.
Despite the fact that advances in the science of soil water flow was initially limited,
after mid 20*hcentury John Philip, Wilfired Gradner, and others made significant
jumps in establishing soil physics, which is a branch of soil science largely devoted to
water flow in soil. The last half of the 20th century has seen great advances in soil
physics, some which have informed new approaches to the treatment of infiltration
in hydrology, [for more details see for example, Philip, 1969, Hillel, 1998 &; Smith,
2002]. The most significant of the mathematical work is by John Philip [1969] and
Yves Parlange [1971a,b,c, 1972a,b,c].
Before giving a derivation of the flow equation, it is worth while to briefly discuss
the relevant length scales involved in the problem.
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2.3

Basic concepts of water flow within a porous
media

Porous media include any material, rigid or deformable, made up of small scale
interconnected pores through which liquid may flow. We mean by small scale that
the pores are sufficiently numerous with respect to the scale of the flow region that
the bulk flow through the material may be treated as a range fluid process. For
unsaturated flow the pore sizes are generally assumed to be sufficiently small that
capillary pressure is significant.

Capillary pressure occurs at the interface of two

liquids within a porous media, and is a property of the liquids and their interface.
In soil, we are generally concerned with water and air, and it has been assumed that
the drag at the air-water interfaces in the soil is negligibly small [Philip 1957f]. The
classical example of capillary interfacial force is the rise of water in a small capillary
tube, in which the difference in pressure at the capillary interface causes a rise of
water in the tube Fig.(2.1).
Water in the aeration (unsaturated) zone, the zone between the groundwater level
and the land surface Fig.(2.1), is retained in the soil pores by interaction between
the soil particles and water. This interaction reduces the potential energy of water
in soils.

The decrease in the potential energy of water caused by this interaction

is termed the matric potential 3>m (energy kg"1 ), whose values are usually negative
in the aeration zone.

The matric head * (cm) is also known as :

pressure head,
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Vidose zone

Ground water
zone

soil

r

Figure 2.1: The rise of a water in a small capillary tube.
capillary pressure, capillary potential, negative pressure, moisture suction, moisture
tension, capillary tension (usually as positive value), etc. [ for example Richards,
1949], is defined by:

where g is the gravity acceleration (9.8 m s~2 ), we here will commonly refer ^ to the
soil water capillary potential. The matric pressure P is defined by p$m , where p is
the density of water. The term suction h (length), given by

is often used to designate the absolute value of the capillary potential ^.
Soil is more like sponge than bundle of tubes, with a wide variety of equivalent
pore sizes, interconnections in all directions, and a variety of possible flow paths
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Figure 2.2: The basic relation between soil water potential * and soil water content
u for silt loam soil, (after Smith 2002)

between two points in the medium. The soil can have a wide range of water contents
and pressure potentials. Thus an enormous number of different interface arrangement
will act together to affect the distribution of water in an unsaturated soil.
The porosity of a porous media is the volumetric fraction of open pores (generally assumed interconnected). The theoretical upper limit of saturation is equal to
porosity. Each soil water content less than saturation has an associated value (negative) capillary potential, which decrease (algebraically) with deceasing water content,
u (volume water/total volume), a relation such as (Fig.(2.2)) is found, often called
the retention curve.

As all soil physics textbooks will point out, there is often a

different relation when water is being added (wetting), compared with the case where
it is being withdrawn (drying). This complication to the * - u relation is called soil
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Figure 2.3: The hysteresis in the relation between soil water potential * and soil water
content u for Slit Loam soil (after Smith 2002).
water hysteresis, and is illustrated in figure (2.3).

2.4

Darcy's Law

Soils are complex three-phase media whose physical properties are difficult to
model and therefore often described by macroscopic empirical equations.

Water

content has a major influence on these properties. Liquid water in a soil, like any
other thing, tends to move from a location where the potential energy is high to
a location where the potential energy is low.

The potential energy of water in a

soil is termed total potential and is composed of capillary potential and gravitational
potential.

The flow of water in a porous media, whether saturated or unsaturated,

is given in almost all cases by the Darcy's equation [Philp 1969]
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v = -KV$

(2.1)

where V is the vector gradient operator, v is the vector flow velocity, $ is the total
energy potential (cm), and K is the hydraulic conductivity of the media.

In satu-

rated soils, K is denned as saturated hydraulic conductivity Ks (cm sec." 1 ), and in
unsaturated soils, K is the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity (cm sec." 1 ).
Moreover $ is the potential defined by the equation

$ = (P/pg) + fi

(2.2)

where P is the pressure, p the density of water, g the gravity acceleration [pg is the
specific weight (force per unit volume) of the liquid], and fi the external potential.
Usually the only external potential on the system is that of the gravity, and so il = z,
the vertical ordinate measured positively upwards, and \I> = (P/pg) as the capillary
potential, then <& can written by the equation

$=*+z

(2.3)

here ^ is a potential based on unit weight of water, so that, like $, it has the
dimensions [length] and conveniently expressed in the unit cm.

It is important to

note that ^ depends on the volumetric water content in the soil u, thus, * becomes
smaller (algebraically smaller), when the water content u is reduced,
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2.5

Hydraulic conductivity

The hydraulic conductivity K of porous media, in general, and soils in particular,
in both saturated and unsaturated soil is related to the degree of resistance from soil
particles when water flows in pores. These resistances are affected by the size, form,
branching, and connecting of pores as well as by the viscosity of water. If interaction
between media and water is negligible, K expresses combined properties of the porous
media and the liquid, which can be denned by the equation

K = Kpg/n

(2.4)

K is the intrinsic permeability of the media, which depends solely on the internal
geometry of the media, and has the units of length squared, ^ is the liquid dynamic
viscosity, in units of force*time/area.

Viscosity of water is a function of tempera-

ture, and one should remember that temperature will affect conductivity and thus
infiltration. When the soil is not saturated, and the values of \& is less than 0., K is
the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity, and is a function of \l>. This introduces the
basic and important relations between K, u, and ^ (Figs. (2.3) - (2.6)). The porous
media hydraulic relations are more concisely described in scaled form.

Mostly, K

expressed relatively to the saturated hydraulic conductivity Ks of the soil of interest.
It is then noted as the relative hydraulic conductivity Kr of u or ^:
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r

Ks

Often, the effective saturation degree Se defined by,

u- ur
us — ur
where us is the saturated water content and ur is the residual water content, is used
as the independent variable.
The general relationship between the hydraulic conductivity K and water content
u of unsaturated soil is well established by Richards [1931] and others. It is found
[Miyazaki 1993] that K decreases very quickly as u decreases from its saturation
value. And the explanation for this is, when u decreases in soil, both the thickness of
water films and the size of pores filled with water will decrease. Hence a decrease in
u will cause a decrease in cross-sectional flow area, an increase in resistance against
the flow, and an increase in the pathway of the water flow.
\I> becomes smaller.

For the same reasons

And so there is a relationship between ^, u, and K, which is

called the soil hydraulic characteristics. As a matter of fact K can be presented as
a function of u, or \I>.
The Hydraulic Conductivity, K, of unsaturated soil as a function of water content, u, or capillary pressure head, ^, is of fundamental importance in the analysis
and prediction of water flow in unsaturated soils; i.e. for the numerical solution of
the equations describing flow processes in soils. Many methods have been developed
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Figure 2.4: The hydraulic conductivity K as a function of soil water potential ^ for
a silt loam soil, plotted on a logarithm scale, (after Smith 2002).
for measurement of K ($) (Fig.(2.4)) and K (u) (Fig.s.(2.5)).

Reviews of methods

for determining K have been presented by several scientists e.g. Klute [1972] and
Mualem [1986]. However, until now, we do not have a satisfying way of predicting
the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity of a given soil over an entire range of water
content. Hence it is recommended to measure as precisely as possible the unsaturated
hydraulic conductivity of a given soils. In addition, care needs to be taken in interpreting conductivity K vs. water content u relationship, because even though the
volumetric water content may be greater at the higher bulk densities, the noticeable
increased tortousity resulted in a lower conductivity.
K (u) varies from soils to soils at the same volumetric water content u (Fig. (2. 5)).
Variability in K (u) within a given soil series and within very small field areas occurs
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Figure 2.5: Unsaturated hydraulic conductivities K of several soils versus volumetric
water content u. (after Miyazaki 1993).
due to the complexity of parent material, developmental factors, and management
factors. This variability has been observed by several investigators, Fig.(2.5) as shown
by Miyazaki [1993, p.21], gives some idea of this variability. Whenever such variability
is encountered, adequate characterization of a parameter for a given classification unit
of location cannot be expected from single measurements. The problem becomes one
of either (i) statistical representation, or (ii) individual measurement at specific sites
for which the information is desired. In either case, many measurements are required.
K may also vary through six or more decades over the w-range of interest [Gardner,
I960]. Fig.(2.6) illustrates a typical K(u) relationship, whose shape is somewhat
different from that of the other relations.
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does not have significant hysteresis even if the retention relation is hysteric, as illus
trated, by Smith 2002, for Guelph Loam.
Even if, there is a possibility of hysteresis in K, which is similar to that in ^(u),
as discussed below, it is negligibly small when K is given as function of it, which is
the case for this work, and it is fairly large when K is given as a function of #. At
present, it is relatively unimportant [Nielsen fe Biggar, 1961, & Green et al, 1962].
One should notice that the development of flow equations, methods and solutions discussed below are presented specifically in connection with absorption and
infiltration.
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2.6

General Flow Equation of Soil- Water

The basic equation of water flow in soils is created by applying Darcy's law to a
small volume element (say, cube) of soil, which contains a sufficiently large number of
soil particles and therefore demonstrates and represents the properties of the entire
soil sample.

Darcy's law is a macroscopic law presumed by the integration of the

individual water flow in each pore, which has various shapes microscopically.

The

law though originally conceived for flow in saturated porous media, was extended
by Richards [1931] to unsaturated flow.

By itself, it is sufficient only to describe

steady, or stationary, flow processes, in which the flux remains constant. Unsteady,
or transient, flow processes, in which the amount and even the direction of the flux
and potential gradient vary in time, require the introduction of an additional law, the
continuity law.
Combining equation (2.1) with the requirement of continuity that
du/dt = -V-v

(2.5)

where u = u(x, y, z, t) , we obtain the equation:
du/dt = V (KV$)
Here t denotes time (sec.).

(2-6)

For three-dimensional flow equation (2.6) can be

written in the form
du/dt = j- (Kx d$/dx) + ^ (KydQ/dy] + ^ (Kz d$/dz)

(2.7)
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where Kx , Ky , and Kz represent the hydraulic conductivity values in the three basic
directions x, y, & z, respectively. In saturated soils, du/dt = 0, the hydraulic conductivity is usually assumed to be constant, and hence equation (2.7) is transformed
into:
du/dt = Kx d2 $/dx2 + Ky d2$/dy2 + Kz d2 $/dz2
when the soil is an isotropic soil, where Kx — Ky = Kz at each point, which is
also homogeneous (the K values are the same at all points), we obtain
d2 $/dx2 + d2 3>/dy2 + d2 $/dz2 = 0

(2.8)

which is the Laplace equation
In unsaturated soils, substituting equation (2.3) into equation (2.6), we obtain
du/dt = V[K (W + Vz)}

(2.9)

Since Vz is zero for horizontal flow and unity for vertical flows, we can rewrite
(2.6) as follows:
du/dt = V (KW) + dK/dz

(2.10)

This equation, along with its various alternative formulations, is known as the
Richards equation, after L.A. Richards [1931].

Philip [1969] noted that, uncondi-

tionally, equation (2.10) is a Fokker-Plank equation, and also pointed out the similar
contribution of Buckingham [1907], and others.
In the application of this equation, the assumptions are usually made that water
is continuously connected throughout the flow region, that isothermal conditions ap-
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plied, and that no chemical or biological phenomena change the fluid or the porous
media during the flow process.

Equations (2.6) and (2.10) hold quite generally in

the sense that they apply equally well to both homogeneous and heterogeneous soils,
and do not depend on any requirement that relations between K, fy, and u be singlevalued. The left side of equation (2.10) may be modified so that a single independent
variable (\I>) is indicated, using the slope of the retention curve (Fig. (2. 7)), and calling
it the specific water capacity function C:

and so equation (2.10) can be transformed into

The coefficients du/d^ and dK/d^ are functions of ^.

On the other hand,

to form an expression in the form of a diffusion equation, for which a considerable
mathematical results are available, it is common to define a term; as the ratio of
unsaturated hydraulic conductivity to specific water capacity, which is known as soil
water diffusivity, D [length] 2 [time]" 1 :

Figure (2.8) shows examples of water diffusivities for different soils. Now substitute this term into equation (2.10) to form a w-based form of the equation:

(2.14)
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Figure 2.7: Definition of the specific water capacity C, as the slope of the retention
curve, (after Smith 2002).
The coefficient dK/du is evidently a function of u.

However, the advantage of

using D in the analysis of flow lies in the evidence that the range of their values against
water content u is relatively narrow. This makes numerical treatment of flow easy.
The disadvantage of using D emerges when the flow is analyzed by equation (2.14),
where it is required that both D and K of a given soil be known.

The very small

values of specific water capacity C in the range of high water content u cause another
difficulty when applying soil water diffusivity D to soils with high water content.
As Philip [1969] indicates, equation (2.14) is of the diffusion or heat conduction
form, but with two complications that add very greatly to the difficulty of its solution.
Firstly, the equation contains on its right side the first-order term representing the
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Figure 2.8: Soil water diffusivities of several soils versus volumetric water content.
(From Miyazaki 1993).
influence of gravity on the process.

Secondly, the coefficients D, dK/du, are both

obviously dependent on u. D may vary typically through three or more decades (and
dK/du through several more) between the wet and dry ends of the moisture range.
Neither of these complications can be ignored, so that the quantitative study of the
physics of soil-water transfer depends quite centrally on the availability of solutions
to the nonlinear diffusion and Richards equations.
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2.7

Assumptions to applicability of approach

The applicability of this approach has some limitations, Philips [1969] has discussed these limitations. Our concern here is the development of solutions of Richards
equation in the form of equation (2.14) which are relevant to the process of infiltration,
and with the physical implications of these solutions. For this reason the mathematical descriptions of soil water dynamics presented above make a set of simplifying
assumptions.

The major assumptions made here allow us to introduce some basic

mathematical descriptions that are important in understanding how infiltration functions are developed. Perhaps the most important and challenging assumption to the
applicability of equations (2.12) and (2.14) is the soil hysteresis, mentioned above,
in which the relation of u and ^ is different for water intake than drainage. Philip
[1969] discussed this mater in length and remarked that different points in the soil
mass follow different hysteresis scanning curves, so that there is no definite relationship between gradients of \f and gradients of u.

In such cases, a knowledge of the

complete family of scanning curves within the main ^ (u) hysteresis loop (Fig.2.9) is
prerequisite to any quantitative treatment of the transfer process. Insofar as simple
infiltration conditions create soil wetting at all places, hysteresis would not become a
factor without significant cycles of wetting and drying. For the present we deal only
with wetting.
Soil and initial soil water conditions are assumed homogenous. The vapor-based
movement due to thermal gradients is also ignored; the time scale for this process
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Figure 2.9: Hysteresis loop of moisture characteristic curve of sand, (after Miyazaki).
is much larger than for rain infiltration.

The effects of soil swelling are also not

treated here. There are several mathematical treatments for these processes in the
literature. Another typical soil complication not treated here is that due to Soil-Air
flow, we assumed that the movement of water into relatively dry soil can be described
without explicit treatment of the flow of air. Infiltration or absorption involves the
replacement of air by water in the soil pores. Air can compress and cause a reduction
in the pressure gradient across a wetting front of water entering a soil, and it also has
viscous resistance to movement through the soil head of entering water.
there are several studies on true two-phase flow for example Philip [1957c].

However,
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2.8

Alternative forms of Richards equation

In the discussion below, cases of both infiltration and gravity-free absorption will
be presented. We begin with the simpler but yet important case of intake of water
without the affect of gravity; absorption, followed by treatment of infiltration. The
value of this coming from, firstly, the absorption case lends itself to analytic solution
much more readily than the infiltration case.

Secondly, the absorption case is a

valid approximation for infiltration in the earliest time period when adsorptive flux
is much larger than the gravitational flux.

2.8.1

Absorption Equations

When gravity may be neglected, equation (2.10) reduces to
(2.15)
In order to form a w-based form of the equation, one use the nonlinear diffusion
equation (2.14), which can be reduced to
)

(2.16)

This then is the equation describing absorption; i.e., infiltration into horizontal
systems, or into fine-textured soils in which the influence of the moisture is much
more important than that of gravity.
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One-dimensional form
The one-dimensional form of equation (2.16)which is expressed in x, the space
coordinate is:

<2-17)
'
v

(D;r)
= JT
£
dx \ dxj
dt
Two-dimensional forms
In two-dimensional space equation (2.16) is expressed in the form
]
+—\D—
( D—}
= —
—
fit I I
fil I \
ft'lf" I
ft if* \
fii
\J v

\J *X"

\

\J uO /

(_/ (/

\

(2.18)

\J U /

where x, y are the two Cartesian space coordinates.
If one is concerned with two-dimensional systems exhibiting polar symmetry; the
appropriate form of the equation (2.18) is then
du
dt

1 d f
T dr \

(

du\
dr J

.

where r is the radial coordinate; r — (x2 + y2 )

Three-dimensional forms
In three-dimensional space equation (2.16) is expressed in the form

d f du\
d (~du\
d (~du\
du
_ — — j _£)— J -)- — I D— J + — I D— I
dt

dx \ dxj

dy \

dyj

dz \ ozJ

where x, y, z are the three Cartesian space coordinates.

.
,
(2.20)
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If one is concerned with three-dimensional systems exhibiting spherical symmetry;
the appropriate form of the equation (2.20) is then
du
at

I d /_
r2 dr

du\
dr

(2.21)

Unidimensional radially symmetrical form

Equations (2.17), (2.19) and (2.21) are all of the form
£-r-|.(lV->£)
or J
or \
at

(2.22)

where m is the number of dimensions of the system.

2.8.2

Infiltration equations

We define z positive downward in equation (2.3); it may make the calculation of
solutions of the infiltration equations a little more convenient and more natural, then
we can rewrite equation (2.14) as

du dz

(2.23)

One-dimensional form

The one-dimensional form of equation (2.23) which is expressed in x, the space
coordinate is:
<?H _ JL (n*A _ — —

Ot ~ dz

dz)

dudz

(224)
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Two-dimensional forms
In two-dimensional space equation (2.23) is expressed in the form
^-^(D ^\+ d (D du \
dt ~ dx \D dx) + d~z (D d~z)
with x the horizontal coordinate.

Three-dimensional forms
In three-dimensional space equation (2.23) is expressed in the form

du

d f'du\

d ('du\

d ( ^du\

dK du

-^ = 7T D ^~ + 7T D 1T I + ^- D 1T - -J-1T
du dz
dx \ dx) dy \ dyj dz \ dz)
dt
with x, y the horizontal coordinates.

fn ^.
2' 26

If one concerned with three-dimensional

systems exhibiting polar (spherical) symmetry about a vertical axis; then the appro
priate form of the equation (2.26) is
d_ ( du\ _ dK du
du_ld_ ( du\
du dz
^t-rdr\Dr dr) + dz \D dz)

^M]

where the horizontal radial coordinate r = (x2 + y2 )

2.8.3

Initial and boundary conditions

Initial conditions
Our central concern is one-dimensional flow into a soil at uniform initial moisture
content Ui. In such cases, we assume for simplicity natural initial conditions governing
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the equation (2.17),
* = 0,

u = Ui,

x>Q

(2.28)

while the initial conditions governing the equation (2.24) are
t = Q,

u = Ui,

z>0

(2.29)

We should be aware in this case that if Ui is not small that Ki[= K (m)} is zero,
or at least negligibly small, there will be an initial, gravity-caused flow throughout
the system. Once this is recognized, it produces no difficulty in certain calculations
[Philip 1957a, 1957b].

Boundary conditions

For absorption and infiltration which follows the continuous supply of water from
time t = 0 onward to the surface at capillary potential \ti, the boundary conditions
are
t>Q,

# = #!,

£=0

(2.30)

t>0,

# = tfi, z = Q

(2.31)

for absorption, or

for infiltration.

When equations (2.17) (2.24) are used, it is necessary to rewrite

these in the forms
t>0,

u = U!,

z=0

(2.32)
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for absorption, or
t>0,

u = m,

(2.33)

z=Q

for infiltration, where u\ — u (\I/i).
An alternative important boundary conditions are the constant flux conditions;
when water reaches the supply surface at a definite rate (as in infiltration from rainfall,
or from sprinkler irrigation). If the soil able to intake more arriving water for some
times 0 < t < ti, then the appropriate boundary conditions are:
For absorption
0 < t < ti,

x = Q,

vi = -Kd$!/dx,

or

^ = -Ddu/dx

(2.34)

z = 0,

vi = -KdV/dz,

or

vi = -Ddu/dz

(2.35)

For infiltration
0 < t < ti,

which specifies a fixed value v\ for the intake rate at x = 0.

In some cases,

ti = oo, i.e., conditions like (2.34) and (2.35) holds for all t > 0; but, when t]_ is finite,
we need a second condition at surface for t > ti.

This new form depends on the

excess water at the surface where it ponds, or run off, or etc.

2.9

Summary

Some of the basic principles of porous media hydraulics have been introduced here,
including the basic hydraulic properties of porous flow media. The basic flow equa
tions for unsaturated soil water were driven, which can be written with either water
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pressure head or water content as the dependent variable. Flow from a boundary as
a result of a pressure gradient without the influence of gravity is called absorption.
While infiltration is absorption plus gravitational flow (downward). Infiltration equa
tion, which is known as Richards equation, describes the movement of water due to
diffusive as well as gravitational (convection) gradients, for that it is, some times,
known as the convection-diffusion equation.

Mathematical expressions of the flow

equation in different dimensions were presented, and both absorption and infiltration
conditions are examined. In the next chapter we will derive some of Philip's solutions
for solving the flow Richards equation in one-dimension.
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Chapter 3
Introduction to similarity methods
applied to non-linear Richards
equation in one-dimension
While multidimensional versions of Richards' equation describe water flows in
a variety of cases, including flow from subsurface irrigation and the upflow from
a water table, we are interested primarily in obtaining tools for typical hydrologic
purposes, such as flow of rainfall or surface water downward into the soil. Fortunately,
this process is generally one-dimensional vertical flow.

Some treatment of multi

dimensional flows were considered by Philip [1968, 1969, 1974, 1986, 1994], Edwards
and Broadbridge [1994].
Several approximations have been made to facilitate the mathematical treatment
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of the flow equations, as has been described by, for example, by Philip [1969], Smith
[2002].

Due to the strong nonlinearity of equation (2.24), there exists no general

analytical solution, and so, numerical methods have necessarily been employed to
solve Richards equation.

Specific analytic solutions of equation (2.24) were first

obtained by Philip [1955, 1957, 1957a, 1969].
The purpose of this chapter is to review these Philip solutions and in so doing
introduce the applicability of similarity approaches in the solution of inflitration prob
lems.

3.1

Introduction

A central concern of infiltration theory is to solve boundary value problems in
volving the nonlinear time-dependent Richards unsaturated equation [(2.23)]:
u) VM) - Kuuz

The solutions for these boundary value problems require the satisfaction of ideal
but physically realistic boundary conditions. For many such problems, one can use
various methods. Several approximations have been made to facilitate mathematical
treatment of the flow equations and some are described by Smith [2002]. In general,
solutions of the nonlinear diffusion equation can be obtained by numerical, quasianalytical or analytical iterative integration.
Quasi-analytical solutions of Richards equation in one-dimensional form, subject
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to fairly restrictive and simple initial and boundary conditions, were developed by
Philip [1957] and then Parlange [1971b, 1972c]. The predictions appear generally to
be in agreement with laboratory observations for situations where the air phase is free
to escape in advance of the wetting front.

Quasi-analytical solutions [Philip 1969]

are based upon a mathematical analysis that establish the basic form of the solution,
while some coefficients of the solution require numerical methods to be determined.
In some special cases, the solution may be found completely by analytical meth
ods. Analytic solutions of the one-dimensional Richards infiltration equation under
simplified initial and boundary conditions have been used by hydrologists for vari
ety of purposes [Salvucci 1996].

The value of such a solution is not primarily for

application to particular soil water flow problems. However, an analytic solution is
an important means to test the accuracy of numerical solution of equations (2.10)
or (2.14) that can then use more realistic boundary and soil properties. Sometimes,
analytical solutions lead to simple functional relationships among measurable quanti
ties that would be difficult to distinguish from numerical outputs alone, for example
Philip's series solution that is going to be discussed later in this chapter. Philip
[1969], describes both quasi-analytical and analytical solutions as exact solutions.
Freeze [1969] presented a list of papers with finite difference solutions of the onedimensional infiltration equation.
tions used in each paper.

He also listed the boundary and initial condi

This review, and further literature search showed that

there exist quite a variety of finite difference solutions employing different forms
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of the nonlinear Richards equation.

There many approximate and /or exact ana

lytic solutions, that make wide use of Richards infiltration equation, including Philip
[1957a,b], Parlange [1971b], Gardner [1958,1959], Philip [1974] and Broadbridge and
White [1988], Edwards [1994], Salvucci [1996].

Each of these solutions applies

for particular boundary conditions, initial conditions, and/or soil hydraulic mod
The method employed below is based on Philip's pioneering work [1969].

els.

For simplicity, we first consider the case of one-dimensional horizontal movement
(absorption) of water into a soil column.

The importance of the generally simpler

and more analytically tractable absorption case informs the approach required for the
solution of the infiltration case.

3.2

Exact similarity solutions of Absorption Hori
zontal flow equation

3.2.1

Quasi-analytic solution:

For horizontal movement (absorption) in homogenous, semi-infinite, non-hysteritic,
non-swelling soils, equation governing changes in moisture content u(x,t) due to onedimensional horizontal flow described by equation (2.17) may written:
Ut = -- [Dux]

(3.1)
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where D is D (u) the water diffusivity, this equation can be solved readily for special
conditions:
t = 0

u = Ui

when

t > 0

11 = 11!

when

x>0

(3.2)

x=0

Equation (3.1) can be simplified by introducing the similarity variable u = u(<p)
defined as:
(3.3)

y = xr1/2

This transformation first introduced by Ludwig Boltzmann in 1894, and since
been known as Boltzmann transformation. Note that <p is a function of u only, and
so we have
*± = r i/2*»
dip
dx

(3.4)

I , -ixr«/»*i

(3.5)

and
at

2

a<p

Now substitute the similarity variable (3.3), (3.4) and (3.5) into equation (3.1) to
transform the equation from a partial to the ordinary differential equation:

with conditions
(f

—

0 at u = Ui
oo as

(3.7)
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Figure 3.1: Moisture profile during one-dimensional absorption in dimensionless form
(p(u), calculated for Yolo light glay with Ui = 0.2376 and u\ = 0.4950 [after Philip
1969].

The solution of equation (3.1) subject to conditions (3.2) is therefore:
x (u, t) = <p (u) tl/2

(3.8)

where </? (u) is a function u only, and is the solution of equation(3.6) subject to
conditions (3.7), which depends on the soil hydraulic characteristics.

Theoretically, one may think the solution of equation (3.1) as a wetting profile
scaled on r 1/2 as is illustrated in Fig.(3.1) [Hillel, 1998].
solved by multiplying the equation by d(p/du:
(f> du _ d ,
2 d(p
d(p

, _

Equation (3.6) can be
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It follows that:

/

U

j
(pdu = -2D-^
-i
dp

(3.10)

subject to the condition:

u = ui

</? = 0

(3.11)

The lower limit of the integral is m and the second condition of (3.7) means
du/d(p = 0 when u —> itj.

The problem is to find (p(u) from which the moisture

profile can be obtained at time t by multiplying it by t1/2 .

Philip [1955] used an

appropriate finite difference form of equation (3.10) in an iterative procedure that is
started by an estimate of §™ (pdu. Later, Philip [1960, 1960a] has pointed out that
it is possible to consider a variety of functions (p and deduce D very simply; he also
showed that in this way one could build up a large table of functional forms of D (u)
for which <p (u) in equation (3.8) [and there for the solution of equation (3.1) subject
to conditions (3.2)] may be found by analytical or numerical integration.

3.2.2

Analytical solution

Equation (3.10) can be solved analytically for D (u) by rewriting the equation as:
(pdu

(3-12)

In practice, D (u) can be obtained from experimental u (</?) curves by determining
the relevant slopes and area, as illustrated in Fig. (3.2).
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U, <-<-'-

Figure 3.2: The solution for equation(3.l) in u((p). Note that the tangent line gives
the value of d(p/du and the shaded area gives the value of the integral J™. pdu, [Hillel
1998].

3.2.3

Sorpitivity

With respect to absorption at the boundary, the cumulative absorption into the
medium at time t, or depth, 7 (units of length), the solution for equation (3.8) under
the conditions (3.2) can be expressed directly as:
= / xdu = tl/2 f
J Ui

(pdu

(3.13)

J Ui

The left integral is simply the total amount of water that infiltrated. While the
integral coefficient on the right side of equation (3.13) is the important quantity in
absorption and infiltration, which called Sorptivity, S (ui) [length time"1/2]:
/•in

ipdu

S

(3.14)

J Ui

Clearly, 5 (itj) is the area under the scaled profile of u ((p) between u and Wj, as is
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shown in Figure (3.2). Equation (3.13) now has the form:
/ = St1/2

(3.15)

which, furthermore, may be differentiated to produce an absorption (or infiltration)
rate equation, which is also the flow velocity at x = 0. Then:

v0 = dl/dt = -Sr 1/2

(3.16)

lO-lO"

5"IO~

Figure 3.3: Computed influence of the initial moisture content, UQ , on onedimensional infiltration rate v0 for Yolo light clay soil [Fig 1-3, Philip 1969] with
u\ = 0.4950. Numerals on each curve denote values of UQ. Note that curve for
u0 = m is the line VQ = K\. (after Philip 1957e)
These equations describe the pattern of the absorption of water resulting from the
sudden application of saturation at the surface of a homogeneous soil, as expressed
mathematically by the boundary conditions (2.30) and (2.32). Philip [1957e] pointed
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out that the range of u varies with time and cannot be made an independent variables,
when the boundary condition (2.34) is used, for example the Boltzmann transforma
tion. Therefore, there is no straightforward general solution for this boundary con
dition similar to Equation (3.13). Also, Philip [1957a] identified a class of solutions,
to some extent unwieldy, for the constant flux boundary that depend on having the
diffusivity a power function of scaled u.

3.3

Philip's series similarity solutions for vertical
infiltration equation

In this section we show how the similarity variables (3.8) may used in the context
of vertical flow to produce a series solution for infiltration curves [Philip 1957a], with
successive transformations and approximations, the solution may be expressed as a
power series in i1/2 :
X =

A series solution is derived for the initial boundary conditions describing the eval
uation of wetting in response to a change in the surface soil moisture of a homogenous
soil column at uniform initial moisture content. The approach taken below is based
on that of Philip [1957a], who expressed the solution to this problem as a summation
of functions of soil moisture multiplying time raised to half powers (tn/2 ).
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For vertical isothermal movement of water in a homogenous, non-hysteritic, nonswelling soils under the potential gradient arising from capillarity and gravity, may
be described by the flow equation (2.24), it is convenient to write x for z, so that this
become:

du
dt

dK
dx

(3.17)

(3.18)

subject to the conditions
t = 0

x>Q

u = Ui

t > 0

x=0

u = ui

Equation (2.24) subject to conditions (3.18), will be derived here, by involving
the corresponding solution of the absorption equation (3.1).

3.3.1

First order approximations

Consider the equation

*-•&{»*}

("9)

subject to the conditions
t = 0

x' > 0 u = Ui

t > 0

z' = 0 u = U!

(3.20)

Its solution,
T' ——
- JU
x' \<U
— \^s-\li
(D t 1/2
U/j t}
LI I ——

Ju

(3
21)
y^j.^u-y
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[already obtained above by solving equation (3.1) subject to (3.2)] is used as a first
estimate of x.

Now using the first partial derivatives as u is a function of two

independent variables x, & t;
u = u(x, t) =$• du = uxdx + utdt

(3.22)

x = x (u, t} => dx = xudu + xtdt

(3.23)

Substituting (3.22) into (3.23) it follows that
dx = (xuux ) dx + (xuut + xt ] dt
Then we will have the well-known identity

©.©«-(I).
as the symbolism (da/db)c used here is to denote the partial derivative of a with
respect to b, with c held constant.

(3.24) is used to introduce form of equations

(3.17) and (3.19) with u as independent variable. These new equations are:

dx - d (ndu \ dK
~ Tt ~ du (D dx) ~ ~du~

(3 25)
(d'25)

-% = 1T (D^]

(3' 26)

y = x-x'

(3.27)

dt

du \ ox')

If we let

then these equations may be subtracted to give
| = 8 (D gg\ + f
du
du \ dx'dx i
dt

(3.28)
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Thus integrating with respect to u and t gives
du dy'

I** I

1

dt+(K- Ki) t

\I D wfx
ox Ox _

\
JO

=

n

u = u\

y=0

t > 0

(3.29)

As y becomes small, from (3.27) we have x « x', and hence the approximation

dy
dx

dy
dx'

(3.30)

can be introduced into (3.28), which then becomes
<-, rx
,-, \ 2 o / \
\ ay \ cm
// du
V5^J "a^J + ^7

^~5ul

(3.31)

where y' is now written for y, because the use of approximation (3.30) implies
that the equation (3.31) cannot give y exactly.

Equation (3.31) is subject to new

conditions
IIU' 11 IAdu =

JUi

t

>

f D
n

Jo

7— ~^—
\dx'J dx

dt + (K - Ki} t

u=

0

(3.32)

Using (3.21), (3.31) can be written as

dt

—
IJL/V^U
du
dx)
tdu\

(3.33)

where F is a function of u given by
(3.34)

is a known function.
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3.3.2

Second order approximation

The transformation
(3.35)

¥>2 = y't~l
enables equation (3.31) to be reduced to the ordinary differential equation

=

au \

,

du J

+

du

Note that (pl and F (functions of u) are determined by solving equation (3.26)
subject to (3.20). By integrating equation(3.36) we obtain
/ <<p2 du = F- + (K - Ki)
du
JUi

(3.37)

[Ki = K at u = Ui] subject to the condition

(f>2 — 0

u ~ HI

(3.38)

Equation (3.37) can be solved subject to (3.38) numerically. Now we proceed to
consider further improvement of the solution, while, for the present, we assume that
</?2 and y have been evaluated.
Subtraction of (3.31) from (3.28) gives

dz__ d_
~di~~du

du /dy_ _ dyr
dx' \dx dx'

(3.39)

with the new residual error z [note that z here is different from z we used earlier as
vertical ordinate].
z = y-y'

(3.40)
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dy
dx

dy'
dx'

'dy

£>y']

dx

dx

dy']

dx1

dx

dy' dx -dx1

d(y - y'}

dx'

dx

dx
_ dz
dx

\dy'

dy' dy
dx dx'

dy_ _ <V _ dz_ _ dy' dy
dx dx'
dx
dx dx'

(3-41)

then (3.39) becomes
?1 = A \D— (??. _ <VfV
dx dx'
dx' \ dx
du
dt

(3.42)

which is subject to
r«i

I

zdu =

rt

/

JO

Jui

D du /dz _ dy' dy '
dx dx' /
dx' \dx

u =

dt

t>Q

z=Q

(3.43)

Then the approximations
dz __ dz
dx'
dx

_
dx'

(3.44)

__
____
dx' dx1 \dx'J
dt ~ du

(3.45)

_
dx

with (3.42) give

z' is now written for z, because the use of approximation (3.44) implies that the
equation (3.45) cannot give z exactly. The new conditions are

a?/
,"i '* • Lft ( "£

/

u = Ul

dx'

\ dx'

dt
u=u\

(3.46)
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By introducing new variable Q along with </?2 and F as above, (3.45) may be
rewritten as
(3.47)

where

(3.48)
Note that Q, a function of w, will simply be evaluated once (pl and </?2 are known.

3.3.3

Third order approximation

In the same way that <p2 (3.35) introduced to allow the solution of (3.31) to be
found, the substitution
(3.49)

</?3 - 2'r3/2
allows (3.47) to be reduced to the ordinary equation

-~ -?-du
\t^
2^

F dz'
du

d_ F
du t

_d_
du

du

- Qt^
(3.50)

du

Integrating (3.50) and using (3.49) in (3.46) gives new form for which can be
solved numerically [Philip 1957]

du

Q

(3.51)
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subject to
U = HI

(3.52)

</?3 = 0

and like (3.37), (3.51) will be solved easily by using numerical method.
This procedure may be repeated with new residual errors as often as required to
give the necessary accuracy. The solution is then found as a power of i1 /2 :

which leads to the series
+ Vmtm/2 +

X = y^l/2 + ^ + ^3/2 +

(3 53)

where <pm is given by

subject to
u = ui

(

=0

where Rm may be determined from (pl: (p2r . ....... V'm-i- Philip gives infiltration
series solution in (3.53).

Coefficient ^ is the Boltzmann variable ip, whose value

is defined in equation (3.3). The coefficients </?i, </72v------, ym-\ &*£ functions of u
(Fig. (3. 4)) which are solutions of a series of ordinary equations which can be solved
rapidly by simple numerical methods [Philip 1969].
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Figure 3.4: The Functions (p2 (u), </?3 (u), y?4 (u), calculated for one-dimensional in
filtration in Yolo Light clay with U; = 0.2376 and ux = 0.4950 [after Philip 1957a].

3.4

Summary

The theory of transient isothermal flow of water into non-swelling unsaturated
soil is well understood and has been developed to a large extent in terms of solu
tions of the nonlinear Richards equation, which describes flow for a region within a
porous media. We began with the simpler but yet important case of water movement
without the effect of gravity (absorption).

Quasi-analytical solutions of this equa

tion in one-dimensional form, is derived for fairly restrictive and simple initial and
boundary conditions, the approach taken is developed by Philip [1955, 1957, 1957a,
1969].

Philips [1957a], showed in his approach that the absorption case, described

by equation (3.1), for a given function for D(u) (with certain reasonable limitations),
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has a similarity solution in which the water advance profiles u(x, t) for all times scale
as r 1/2 .
Philip's approach [1957, 1969] for solving Richards equation analytically and nu
merically, to obtain the Series solution, is also driven. Philip [1969] has shown that a
very general solution can be obtained by a time expansion procedure, when the water
concentration or the water pressure are imposed at the points where water enters
the medium. The solution to this problem were expressed as a summation of func
tions of soil moisture multiplying time raised to half powers (f71/2 ) equation (3.53).
Philip's [1957d] expansions are limited to short and long times. Unfortunately, the
approximation is prejudiced at intermediate times, prompting Philip [1987] to sug
gest corrective methods.

In general, the Philip Series solution is not practical for

hydrologic application.
Philip [1969] suggested that "The various nonlinear flow equations we have dis
cussed, subject to the conditions we have considered , may be solved by the brute-force
use of finite-difference methods on high-speed computer. There is no special obstacle
to using such methods, even for much elaborate flow problems with one or more of the
complications of spatial heterogeneity, more involved initial and boundary conditions,
and the operation of capillary hysteresis". Also, Philip [1988] wrote: "A computer
attack on problems of this class will always be feasible provided (i) the problem is
well-posed in the mathematical sense; (ii) the (well-established) criteria for compu
tational stability are satisfied by the finite-difference scheme adopted. It should be
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added that the efficiency of the technique demands that the calculator avail himself of
analytical methods to establish the behaviour of his solutions in the neighbourhood
of any singularities".
In the next chapter we turn our attention to Lie (Classical) Symmetry Method
for solving Richards equation in one dimension.

Then the following chapter we

will introduce Macsyma program SYMMRGRP.Max software in solving Richards
Equations in three dimensions.
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Chapter 4
The Lie (classical) symmetry
method for the solution of partial
differential equations

4.1

Introduction

This chapter is devoted to the study of Lie classical symmetry of differential
equations, with the emphasis on how to use symmetries to find solutions.

The

typical way to define and find a symmetry is first to characterise a class of admitted
transformations of variables and then look for special transformations in this class
that leave a given differential equation invariant [see for example Dresner 1999]. The
more general the transformations are, the more symmetries will exist, but the more
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difficult it will be to find them and exploit them to give an integration procedure.
The classical method provides a very important way to obtain exact solutions of
nonlinear partial differential equations, and is also known as the Lie group method of
infinitesimal transformations [Bluman & Cole 74, Bluman & Kumei 1989, Hill 1992,
Olver and Rosenau 1986, Ovsiannikov 1982, Stephani 1989].

The basic reduction

method was originated with Sophus Lie (1842-1899). Lie's group theory of differen
tial equations, which is more than a hundred years old, has had a rebirth in the last
thirty years. Lie was interested in invariant solutions to systems of partial differential
equations, but his results included the local versions of the present-day reduction the
orem. The theory has applications to both ordinary and partial differential equations
and is not restricted to linear equations.
By a classical Lie group of a system of partial differential equations we mean a
continuous group of transformations acting on the space of independent and depen
dent variables which transforms a given nonlinear system to a less complicated or
linear system via contact transformations, etc. [Bluman and Cole 1974, Bluman and
Kumei 1989, Ibragimov 1985, Olver 1991 and Ovsiannikov 1982]. The common fea
ture of these procedures is a reduction of the original problem to a simpler one. As
is well known solutions of a system of partial differential equations which are invari
ant under a continuous system group are all found by solving a reduced system of
differential equations involving fewer independent variables. Among these solutions
are the important classes of traveling wave solutions and similarity solutions, as well
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as many other explicit solutions of direct physical significance.
The procedure, for which the details are described in the following section, consists
of two major steps: deriving the determining equations, in this chapter, and solving
them explicitly, in the next chapter.
Of course similarity solutions of Richard's equation as described by Philip [1957a]
are well known.

Sposito [1990], Edwards [1994] and El-labany et al [ 2002] have

conducted a classical Lie analysis of this equation.

4.2

Description of the method

A complete account of the method explained in this section may be found in, for
example, Hill [1992] and Stephani [1990], Olver [1991] and Bluman and Kumei [1989].
To apply the classical method to the system of partial differential equations:
A = &(x,t,u,ux ,ut ,uXXt ....} = 0

I4- 1)

with solution u = u(x,t), one considers transformations which leave the differ
ential equation (4.1) invariant, and depend on (at least) one arbitrary parameter e,
such as:
x' = X(x,t,u,e)
t' = T(x,t,u,e)
u' = U(x,t,u,e)

(4.2)
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The functions X (x, t, u, e), T (x, t, u, e) and U (x, t, u, e) are known as the (//o6a/
/orm of the group, and e is a group parameter.

The calculations involved in the

determinations of a one-parameter group leaving the partial differential equation in
variant are generally fairly lengthy. In order to keep these calculations to a minimum
we first consider a restricted class of one-parameter transformation groups applicable
to linear differential equations.

4.2.1

One-parameter transformations Lie group

We say that the transformation (4.2) is a one-parameter Lie group of trans
formations in e, if the following three properties hold; identity, inverse and closure
[Hill, 1992, Olver el at, 1986 & Stephani, 1989]. These three characteristics can be
illustrated with (4.2) using x':
x = X (x, t, u; 0)

identity

x = X(x',t',u';—s) inverse
x" = X(x,t,u;e + 5) if x" = X (x',t',u'; 8) and x'= X (x,t,u;e)

closure.

A simple example of a one-parameter group is given by stretching group
x' = e£x

t' = e£t

u' = e£u

(i) s = 0 gives the identity transformation
x1 = x

t' = t

u' = u

(4.3)
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(ii) — e characterizes the inverse transformation

x = e~£x'

t = e~et'

u — e~s u'

(iii) if

x" — e^x

, t' — e^t and u" = e'u

then the product transformation is also a member of the set of the transformations
(4.3) and moreover is characterized by the parameter (e + 7), that is
t" = tee+7

4.2.2

u" —

Relationship between infinitesimal and global forms of
transformations

If for small values of the parameter e we expand (4.2) as a Taylor's series in e, to
first order, and since £ — 0 gives the identity, we obtain

fdx>\

u

(4.4)

=

Where O (e2) indicates terms involving only £2 and higher powers of e.

If we

introduce functions ^ (x, t, u), rj2 (x, t, u) and 0 (x, t, u) by
Th (x, t, u) = x'£ \ £=0 ,

% (x, t, u) = t'e £=Q ,

0 (x, t, u} = u'e \e=0 .

(4.5)
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then we obtain
x ' = X (x, t, u, e) = x + eril (x, t, u] + O (e2 )
t' = T(x,t,u,e)=t + er)2 (x,t,u) + O(e2 )

(4.6)
which is known as the infinitesimal form of the group. The vital property of oneparameter transformation groups is that given the infinitesimal form of the group
we can deduce the global form by integrating the following independent system of
differential equations,
dr'

^ = Th(s',fy)

(4.7)

^ = %(*',*>')

(4.8)

^ = 0(z',t'X)
de

(4.9)

subject to the initial conditions,
x' = x

y' — y

u' — u

when e = 0.

A proof of this result can be found in Dickson [1924] (page 293).

(4-10)

Here we just

give a simple example to show its validity. For the stretching group above we have
dx'
,
— =e£x
de

dt'
— = e£t
de

du'
— = e£u
de

and therefore on setting e = 0 we have from (4.5)
r} l (t,x,u) = x,

r]2 (t,x,u)=t,

<f>(t,x,u) =u.

,
.
(4.11)
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thus in this case we need to integrate

dx^ __ ,
cfe
I

——

*^

dt^ _ ,
de

~~1

——

"

du' _ ,
de
7

:=

^

with x' = x,t' = t,&u' = u, when e = 0 to deduce that

x' = eex

t' = eet

u' — e5 u

Notice that for any given one-parameter transformation group (4.2) there exists
functions v(x,t,u) and i/(x,t,u) such that the global form of the group becomes
v(x',t',u') = v(x,t,u),

v(x',1?,ul ) = v(x,t,u)+£

(4.12)

The pair (v, v) are known as the invariant of the group.

4.2.3

Transformation of the partial derivatives of u

The Lie method , see for example Hill [1992] and Clarkson and Mansfield [1996] ,
requires form invariance of the solution set:
£ = {«(M),A = 0}

(4.13)

A(z',t>',z4,X',-) = &(x,t,u,ux ,ut,...) = 0

(4.14)

which means that

It follows that:

= A (x + erj^ t + er,2 , u + e<p, ux + e4>[x] ,ut + e</>[t] , ...) + O (e2)
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where 0 x , <j

and

xx are defined through the transformations of the partial deriv

atives of u.
The transformation for the derivatives u'x , , u't/ , u'x/x,,u'tlt,,...etc. are defined by
extending (or prolonging) the transformation (4.2) to the derivatives. Of course, this
is trivially done by noticing that:

x = x'-erjl (x',t',u'} +

Thus

il drjl du'
dx> ' du'dx'

(4.16)

xx, = I - £ (rilx + rjluux ) + O (e2 )
where £*' = |Mi* = tMi« = fe' etc- Similarly we obtain
(4.17)
(4.18)

tx> = -e (772x + r]2uux ) + O (e2 )

(4.19)

By the chain rule:

u 'x , = u'x xx' + u't tx

(4.20)
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and so inserting(4.6) into (4.20), we obtain
u'x , = (u + £(j))x xx> + (u + e(/)) t tx>
= [ux + e (0X + 0uux )] [1 - e (r]lx + rj luux )]

-e ut + e<i>t + <
= ux + e [(0X + (j)uux ) - ux (rj lx + rjluux ) - ut (r]2x + r]2uux )] + O
It follows that
ulxl =uI + £^[x] + 0(e2)

(4.21)

0M = <t>x + 4>uux ~ ux (nlx + rjluux ] - ut (rj2x + r]2uux ]

(4.22)

where

Suppose we define

+ «,!r« = !ou
ox

(4-23)

0M - rx 0 - uj:^ - utTxrj2

(4.24)

then we can write (4.22) as:

In a similar way
u't , = u'x xt>
= -e (ux + erx (j>) Ftf! + (ut + eTt <j)} (I - Ttr,2)
= ut + £ [I> - uxYt^ - utTtri2} + O (e2)
it follow that
ut, =ut

O e2

(4.25)
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where
4>[t] = Tt <t> - uxrtrii - utTtriz

(4.26)

with
r\

r\

^t = -^ + ut ~
dt
du

(4.27)
^
'

In the case of second partial derivatives, u'x ,x,,u't ,t/ ,uxit', ...etc.,

Thus by (4.21)
u'x,x,

It follows that
u'x ,x, = uxx + e(/)lxx] + O (e2 )
where

and 0 z is given by (4.24). It follows that:
0M _ ^ + ^Ux + ^uUxx _ Ux ^^ + r)lxvUi + r]luuxx )
-v* (nzxx + VixuUx + r]2uuxx } - 2uxx (rjlx + r]luux ]
-2uxt (r)2x + r]2uux } + ux cf)xu + ul ((j)uu - r]lxu - T]IUUUX )
-ux ut (rj2xu + r]2uuux )
in the same way we can deduce u't ,t,, u'x ,t, ,...etc..

(4.28)
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4.2.4

Lie's method for prolongation and infinitesimal gener
ator of partial differential equation

The different representation of the transformation group given by equations (4.2)
should be possible, and the set of curves that present these transformations are com
pletely characterized by the field of its tangent vectors x °f the form

(429)

* = "'!+i4 +0!

X is the vector field which is also known as the symmetry generator. To determine
the coefficients r/j, r/2 , and 0 one constructs the nth prolongation pr^x (= XE ) °f
the vector field x as follows:
By Taylor's theorem (4.15) becomes

Hence the differential equation is form invariant provided
<9A

<9A

dA

. fxl 0A

. ft,0A

3x

9t

du

dux

out

71, ——— -|- 772——— ~l~ 0——— ~l~ 0

——— -\~ (p
«*/

7:—— "T ...
"

n

A—n

= L)

,. Q1 .

(^4.oij

/ ^— u

Thus the prolongation is
YI-!
A.E

= AY +
"r
' 0
a . +
' <jVl> ——
Q.. +
V ——
^^ d>

We write pr^x = X

~t~' •••
——
n

(4.32)
I
V

as ^ne second prolongation operator to indicates that we

are solving a second order partial differential equation.
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It follows that the condition for invariance of (4.1) is:
(4.33)

*g} (A) A=Q = 0

Then we apply (4.32) to the system (4.2) and require that the resulting expres
sion vanishes on the solutions. The result is a system of linear homogeneous partial
differential equations for T^, r)2 , and 0, in which x, t and u are treated as independent
variables, called the determining equations for the symmetries of the system. Solving
these by hand, interactively or automatically with a symbolic package, will give the
explicit forms of 77 -^ 772 , and 0.

4.2.5

Surface invariant condition

Once the infinitesimals are determined, we require that the solutions are invariant
under the transformations (4.2), which means;

u'(x',t')=u(x',t')

and leads to
O
= u + e [TI-^UX + r]2ut] + O (e2 )
it follows that the first order the surface invariant condition is
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which can be written in the form:
(4.34)

ft = 0 - rj^x - rj2 ut = 0

Thus the symmetry variables may be found from the condition (4.34), as it gives
a major connection between </>, r}^, r)2 and the solution u(x,t).

Notice that this is

expressed through a first order differential equation.
This method is wholly algorithmic, it often involves a large amount of tedious
algebra and secondary calculations which can become almost unmanageable if at
tempted manually, and so a number of algorithms and software packages have been
developed, for example MACSYMA (which we are going to use later for non-classical
method), MAPLE, MATHEMATICA, and REDUCE, to help in the calculations.

In

the following section we give a general Lie group analysis and an explicit calculation
of the point transformation group of Richard's equation (4.35).

The latter result

leads directly to conditions on the mathematical forms of D (u) and K (u) ; which are
discussed in the following chapter.

4.3

Lie group invariance of Richards equation

Consider Richards equation in the form:

ut = (Dux }x - Kuux

(4.35)
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For this non-linear differential equation we need to consider a general transforma
tion of x, t and u that leaves equation (4.35) invariant. The appropriate transforma
tion is:

u' = f(t,x,u)

(4.36)

x' = g(t,x,u)

t' = h(t,x,u)
and this means that Richards' equation (4.35) transforms to:

4 = [D (u'}u'x ,] x, - K (u\, u'x ,

(4.37)

as the primed coordinate systems, where D (u'} and K (u'} are the transformed D (u)
and K (u). To obtain the mathematical form of equation (4.36) using the methods
of the theory of one-parameter Lie groups [Hill, 1992; Ovsiannikov, 1982; Olver el at,
1986], we consider transformations of the form:

x' = g (t, x,u-e) = x + e^ (t, x,u) + O (e2)

(4.38)

t' = h (t, x,u;e)=t + er]2 (t, x, u} + O (e2 )

(4.39)

u' = f (t, x,u;e) = u + e$ (t, x,u) + O (e2 )

(4.40)

Expansions like equations (4.38), (4.39) and (4.40) also must be developed for the
transport coefficients in equation (4.37). To this end equation (4.37) is rewritten in
the form:

u't , = Du'x ,x, + AX2' - KU' U'X'

(4.41)
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This makes clear the need to consider both D (u'} and its derivatives:

D(u') = D(u) +
D(u'} u, = Du + e(j)Duu
(4.42)

K(u') u, = Ku + £(j>Kuu

The second term on the right-hand side of equation (4.42) is calculated with the
chain rule and (4.40). The functions r^, 7?2 and 0 are determined by the condition
that equation (4.37) results from equation (4.35), to first order in e, through the
application of equations (4.40), (4.38), (4.39), (4.42) and the formulae (infinitesimal
versions) of the partial derivatives ux , ut and uxx in equation(4.41).

Then the

transformations in equation (4.6) are calculated by solving the differential equations
(4.7), (4.8) and (4.9).
The combination of equations (4.41), (4.42) and the formulae (infinitesimal ver
sions) of the partial derivatives ux , ut and uxx [equations (4.21), (4.25), (4.28)] yields
the primed Richards equation as equal to the sum of the unprimed Richards equation
and a complicated set of terms whose coefficients is a power of e :
u't , = D (u'} u'x>x, + AX2> - K (u'}u, u'x ,

(4.43)

Throughout the following it has been found mathematically convenient to set

D = Hu

(4.44)
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where H is a function of w, and so (4.43) becomes
u't , = Hu (u1 ) u'x ,x, + Huul u% - K (u') u, u'x ,
Now substitute transformation formula into (4.45) to give

- ri2u (ut f - rjluux ut ] + O (e2 )
= {Hu + e(f)Huu } {uxx + E{ <pxx + (2<pxu - r) lxx ) ux - rj2xxut + ((puu

-2 (r]2x + r]2uux ) uxt } + O (e2 ) } + (Huu + e(f> (x, t, u) Huuu } x
{ux + e {<px + (0U - i]lx ) ux - ri2x ut - riluu2x - rj2uutux } + O (
- [Ku + e<f>Kuu} x
{ux + e {0X + ((j)u - T/la.) ux - ri2xut - Jiluu2x - rj2uutux ] + O (e2) }

(4.45)
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Retaining only terms to the first order in e, this may be re-expressed in the form:

ut + e {(f>t + ((f)u - rjjjt) ut - riltux - ri2uu1 - r]luux ut ] =
[Huuxx + Huuul - Kuux] + e{(j)Huuuxx + Hu <f>xx
- Vixx} HUUX - Ti2xx Huut + ((j)uu - 2r? lxJ Huu2x

~ 2771*) ~ ^iuux ~ ViuUt] Huuxx
-2 (rj2x + ri2uux ) Huuxt + $ (z, t, u) Huuuu2x + 2(f)x Huuux
+2 (0U - r)lx ) Huuul - 2rj2x Huuuxut - 2r]luHuuul
-2rj2uHuu utul - 4>KUU ux - (J)XKU - ($u - r]lx ) Kuux
(4.46)

+rt2xKuut + rjluKuul + r]2uKuutux }
However

ut = (Huux )x - Kuux = Huuxx + Huuul - Kuu
ux

and so

Huu 2 .
Ut
- -- u +
uxx = T- n uu

u

Ux
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This can be used to eliminate uxx from (4.46) as follows:

TS

TT

=

I TT

(Ptiuu

iluu 2 | "_"
77- ~ ~H~ Ux + ~U~'1
"t

Hi,

nu

nu

u - 2r)lxu ) Huu2x - 2rj2xu Hu ut ux Hu [(fa - 2r)lx ) - 3rjluux - r}2uut]

+<])Huuu u2x +2faHuu ux + 2(

Huuul

-^2xHUu ux ut - 2r]luHuuu3x ux

- (<t>u ~ flix} KUUX + rj2x Kuut
Reorganizing terms, then it can be seen as:

Hu fax - faKu } +

- 2r]lx - r]2xx Hu

!

(<t>uu -

Iu + faHuu —

rj2x Ku }• ut

0 (t, x, u) ^^ - rjlx I Ku - <j)Kuu \ ux
}
\
tlu

+ (2fau -T!lxx )Hu
v

Hu

ML

4>HUUU - 2rjluKu \ u

{u - 2rj2x Huu } ux ut - [r)2uu Hu + r]2uHuu] u2x ut
fun] u3x - 2r]2x Huuxt - 2rj2uHuux uxt

= 0

The above set of terms must vanish for form invariance of the partial differential
equations.

The identity cannot be satisfied in general unless each of the terms in

brackets, as well as the last two terms on the left-side, individually vanish to obtain
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the following set of (over determined) determining equations:
ux uxt :
-2rj2u Hu = 0

(4.47)

-2rj2x Hu = 0

(4.48)

uxt :

(4.49)

u + VluHuu = 0

(4.50)

= 0

ux ut :

u - 2r)2x Huu = 0

(4.51)

= 0

=0

=0

(2<l>xu - r]lxx ) Hu

H

Ku - <f)Kuu = 0

(4.52)
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v + (2(j)xu - r,lxx ] Hi + 2(J)X HUHUU + {(f)Huu - r?lx tfu] Ku - <t>HuKuu = 0 (4.53)

U+

+ rj2x Ku = 0

-<Pt + Hu <j> xx - <J>XKU = 0

4.4

(4.54)

(4.55)

Initial simplification of equations

The objective of this section is to develop conditions that are necessary for the
invariance.

We thus solve the determining equations.

Since Hu (u) ^ 0 so from

(4.47) and (4.48) we have
rj2u = 0

(4.56)

%« = 0

(4-57)

fi« = 0

(4-58)

and

and so (4.51) give us

(4.53) can rewritten to give
TT

r)lt + 1<f)xuHu + 2(f)x Huu - rjlxxHu + <t)-^Ku - ?ilx Ku - <j)Kuu = 0
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2 ($XUHU + ((>X HUU) - r]lxx Hu - r,lxKu + <~KU - <f>Kuu = 0
ti u

r?lt + 2 (<f>x Hu) u - vlxx Hu -

ltx - <± Ku - <PKUU = 0
V

(4.59)

#u /

By substituting (4.57) in (4.54) we obtain
=0

which can be written as
=0

(4.60)

(4.58) leads to rjlxu = 0 and so (4.52) become

H2
<J>UUHU + <f>uHuu - ^- + 0FUUU = 0

(4.61)

While the following equation follows from the vanishing of the first term on the
left-hand side of (4.46) and all other terms are redundant as is seen in (4.55)

0, - (j>XI Hu + <J>XKU = 0

(4.62)

The solutions of the system of equations (4.56) to (4.62) leads to the group clas
sification of Richard's equation which obtain in next chapter.
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4.5

Summary

Classical Lie group theory [Dresner, 1983, Olver el at, 1986, and Bluman & Kumei
1989] is used to determine the classical symmetries [the seven well known, for exam
ple, Sposito, 1990, Edwards 1994, over-determined linear determining equations] of
Richard's equation. These symmetries are obtained -in next chapter- by considering
the infinitesimal transformations (4.6).
The invariance of equation (4.35) under the infinitesimal transformations (4.38)
- (4.40) and the fact that the derivatives of u are independent leads to a set of well
known determining equations, for example, Sposito, 1990, Edwards 1994.

These

determining equations are linear partial differential equations (PDEs) in T^, r]2 and
(j). They are given by
(a) r?2u = 0

(b) rj2x = 0

(c) r,lu = 0

TIU + 2 (0x fftt )tt - n^H* - U x -

Ku - <f>Kuu = 0

(4.63)
(4.64)

rj2tHu - 27jlx Hu + <t>Huu = 0

(4.65)

u + <l> u Huu ~ ^ + <t>Huuu = 0

(4.66)

•flu

fa - <t>xxHu + <J>X KU = 0

(4.67)
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Chapter 5
The Lie group symmetry analysis
of the Richard's equation
In this chapter, the seven overdetermined [(4.63)-(4.67)], linear equations for the
infinitesimals 7^, 7/2 and </>, that we have obtained in the last chapter, are used to
determine the classical symmetries of Richards equation in one dimension (4.35).
The conditions that the arbitrary functions D (u) and K (u) have to fulfil for equation
(4.35) to admit the symmetries have also been considered [see for example, Edwards
1994].
In the attempt to calculate the symmetries of (4.35) with (4.44) for general form
of D (u) and K (u}, we solve the seven determining linear equations [(4.63)-(4.67)] for
the infinitesimals 77^ ?72 and 0. The associated Lie group of infinitesimal symmetries
is the vector field of the form; [as we have seen in the previous chapter equation

90
(4.29)]:
r\

r\

r\

X = <ni (z, t,u)-j^ + r)2 (x, t, u) — + 0 (z, £, M) —

(5.1)

Having determined the infinitesimals, the symmetry variables are found by solving
the invariant surface conditions (4.34)

fi = 0 — TI-^UX — Tj2ut = 0

5.1

(5.2)

The infinitesimals r^, 7?2 and

(4.65) can be rearranged to be an expression for 0
(5.3)
remembering that H = H (u) and u here is an independent variable, it can be seen
that
TT

0t = (2^ixt- 772tt)irL
n uu
while with (4.63)
iXX TT

"titi

and

These results, in turn, can be substituted into equation (4.67) to yield the equation:
TT

(2
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TT

Since -=- is not zero identically, it follows that:
~ 2V

v =0

(5.4)

Since 77 j and ry2 do not depend on u -equations (a) & (b) in (4.63)-, this equation
can't be satisfied in general unless each of the first terms on the left-hand side -the
coefficients of Hu , and Ku- vanishes identically, therefore:
2»/ixt-%tt = 0>

<nixx* = 0, ?7i** = 0

(5.5)

thus
— cJlltt

which gives
+ A - 1)
where (A — 1) is the constant of integration. So ^ (x, i) has the form
(5.6)
Where 7y2 (*) ^ ^ Yet arbitrary, A and q are constants.

Given equations (5.3) and

(5.6), it follows that

2 (nit + A -1)

= (A - 1)

(5-7)
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The substitution of equation (5.6) and (5.7) into the restraint equation(4.66)
=0

<J>UU HU
produce the condition:

TJ
H-U

(A-l)

Hu

Hu

(A-l)
\

uu

VJ

'

TT-

~--'UUl

ti UU

___

TJ

I

Hu

If

" UU ~T~ *•*• U

HIL

ti,.

' ZJ

=0

which leads to
(X-l}Hu

(5.8)

=0
H,,
L uu/ uu

Given that Hu (u) is not zero identically, this condition can be met only if A = 1,
or if

H,,

(5.9)

=0

The substitution of equation (5.6) into equation (4.64) brings this latter restraint into
the form :

-r)2ttx + 2 (4>X HU}U - -Tj2txxHu - ( - (rjx + A - 1) - (j>-^ } Ku - (j)Kuu = 0
fiu j
\A
£
z,
and so from equations (4.63) (b) and (5.7) and simplifying we get
11

PT

fast - A + 1) tfu - (A - 1) -Kuu = 0

which can be written as

Hu
TJ
£*- 1/71.
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+ (2// - 1 - A)] #u + (A - 1)

x

., "U

(5.10)

A — 1

where ^ is an arbitrary scale parameter. Since r]2 is independent of u equation (4.63),
equation (5.10) can't be true in general unless r]2tt vanishes identically which leads
to the conditions
r?2t = A - 2/z + 1

(5.11)

and
Hu
tT-uu

A — 1 J\uu

(5.12)

It follows from equations (5.6), (5.7) and (5.11) that the infinitesimals lie group
of the Richards equation is defined through the following functions.
From equations (5.6) & (5.11)

1
2

and so rj l = ^ (x)
(x) = (X - n) x +

(5.13)

while from (5.11) we get
(5.14)
and, from (5.7)
Hu

(5.15)
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where A, /z, <; and r are constants to be determined according to the different forms
of the functions Hu (u) and K (u). In fact, equations (5.8) and (5.12) can easily be
solved and the different forms of Hu (u) and K (u) can be found.
The combination of equations (4.7 - 4.8) and (5.13 - 5.14) leads to five transfor
mations of x and t that will leave the Richards equation invariant in form [Sposito,
1990].
For Example, if we take A = p, = r — 0 arbitrary, then from equations (4.7 - 4.9)
we get
Ox'

~r\~~
de

— ^

T = "
de

integrate them with the condition (4.5) we obtain the following transformation:
x' — <;s + x
t' = t

In the similar way we get the others. These transformations are listed in Table
5.1. For each row in the table, all parameters except that listed in the first column
are set equal to zero, and the corresponding form of equations (5.13) & (5.14) are
introduced to equations (4.7) fe (4.8) to calculate x' and t'.

It is evident from Table (5.1) that the parameters <? and r correspond respectively
to space and time translations. The parameter A corresponds to a scaling translation
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Table 5.1: The independent space-time transformations in the Lie group of the onedimenional Richard's equation.
Parameter
Equation for x'
Equation for t'
<?
t'
=t
x' — x + SE
A(/z ^ (A + 1) /2 or A) x' — exp((A — ^)e)x t' = exp ((A -2j/ +!)£)£
t' = t
A(/z = (A + 1) /2 )
x' = cexp(Ae)o:
x' — x
A(/i = A)
t' — exp(— \e)t
£*
—
'X
t' = t
T
of x and t whose specific form depends on the value of /^. If ^ ^ (A + 1) /2 or A, the
scaling transformation acts on x and t simultaneously.
The transformation of u, in equation (4.40) depends on the constraints in equations
(5.7) and (5.8). If A = 1, then 0 = 0 and u' = u (identity transformation). This case
also corresponds to simple transformations of x and t. If A ^ 1, then equation (5.9)
must be met by Hu (u). This expression is equivalent to the non-linear second-order
differential equation:
=0

H,,

Hu
7T

where TT' is a constant and so

\

7T

v-r

(5.16)
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The solutions of equation (5.16) are then (Ince, 1956, pp. 335-337; Ovsiannikov, 1982,
pp.68-73):
Hu = (p'u + q1 )"'

(5.17)

H = (pu + q)"

(5.18)

Hu = A'exp(vu)

(5.19)

H = Aexp(tfii)

(5.20)

where p, q, TT, A and $ are real-valued parameters.

For these two possibilities,

equation (5.7) leads to the expressions:
4>(u} = (X-i)j±=>

+?r1

,,,
f.
^
(pu + qY
0 (u) — (A — 1J —

7TJ9

-

(5-21)

and
2f \
rv y

/x
v

^ ^exp(
'Mtfexp(tfu)

0 (-u) = ———

(5.22)

which correspond, respectively, to scaling/ translation or simple translation of it,
as can be seen after the substitution of equation (5.21) or (5.22) into equation (4.9).
Therefore, it may be concluded that scaling transformations of x and t connected
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with H (u) as given in equations (5.21) and (5.22) along with stretching and / or
translation of u.
The introduction of equation (5.18) or (5.20) into equation (5.12) produces a firstorder differential equation for Ku whose solutions are (Ince. 1956, section 2.13):
Ku = Qi(pu + qY'

(5.23)

in the case of equation (5.18) and
Ku = Q2 exp ( ^-^ku )
/
V A
in the case of equation (5.20), where Ql and @2 are arbitrary constants.

(5.24)
These

two expressions can be integrated to reveal that K (u) follows either a power-law or
exponential dependence on u (if (^ — 1) and

K = 6l (K, + K2u) [(qKt - pKj (pu + q)}- 1 + 6o

(5.25)

if // = -1 (Petit Bois, 1961, p.2), and
p(^*u) +
At-l)fc

where Ki,K2 and gQ are arbitrary constants.
As may be seen from Table 5.2 (after rescaling the constants ) that the classical
symmetries are given for power and exponential functions of H(u) and K(u) in which
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the infinitesimals 771 and r/2 are linear functions of x, t and where 0 is linear in u. Note
that each of these symmetries has been used by Edwards [1994] to reduce Richard's
equation to an ordinary differential equation.

We shall also do this for some results

in next section.
Table 5.2: Classical Symmetries
wards [1994])
Entry
Functions H and K
H = cux
1
K = kufl
H = cux
2
K = k\nu
H = cux
3
K = k(u\nu — u)
H = cexu
4
K = ke»u
H = cexu
5
K = ku2
H — cu
6
K = ku2
H = cu
7
K = ku2
H = cu
8
K = ku2

5.2

of Richard's equation (based on Sposito [1990], Ed
Infinitesimals
r)l = (X-n)x,(f> = u
r?2 = (A- /i + l)t
T]I = Aa;, (j) = u

n2 = (\ + i)t

TH — (X — 1) x — kt
r,2 = (A - 1) t, 0 = u
r}l = (X-{j,)x,(}> = l
r/z = (X — 2/i) t
r]l = Ax — 2/ci, 0 = 1
?72 = At
77 ! = — x, 0 = u
r]2 = -2t
r7: = —2kxt, 7/2 = — 2fc£2
0 = £ + 2fcw£
T?! = -2H, 0=1

%=o

The Lie classical symmetry reductions of Richard's
equation

In this section we going to use two results [Entry 1 & Entry 4] for the infinitesimals
that were obtained in last section Table (5.2), to find the symmetry variables by using
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the surface invariance condition (4.34), then show how to reduce Richard's equation
to an ordinary differential equation as Edwards [1994] has obtained in Table (5.3).
To do so, we consider the solutions of equation which may be written in the general
form

ut + C (x, t, u}ux = G (x, t, u)

(5.27)

First we note that if u = u (x, t) is a function of two variables and x = x (t)
describe a smooth curve in the x — t plane, then the total derivatives of u along the
curve is:

du dx
dx dt
dx
—ux
at
J.

x=x(t)

(5.28)

*~JL-

x=x(t)

This gives rise to the method of characteristics which will be used to solve the
surface invariants condition (4.34).

5.2.1

Reduction 1, Entry 1: H = cux and K =

In this case we have

= (X-2n+l)t
</> = u
Thus the surface invariants condition (4.34) becomes:

u = (A — //) xux + (A — 2/j, + 1) tut

(5.29)
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which can be rewritten in the general form (5.27):

with
u(x,t0 ) = F (x).
Using the method of characteristic and setting
x — u/

when

t=

it follows that

Comparison of (5.28) with (5.30) gives rise to the following characteristic equa
tions:
dx
dt

(A — LI) x
(A - 2/x + 1) t

__ —— __j___' .*__ _

PTiri

du
dt

I
(A - 2// + 1) t

__ —— „__________ fi i

The first equation may be integrated to give:

\nx=

(A - 2^ + 1)

so that

(5.32)
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where u; is a constant, and (i ^ A, ^. In addition the second equation may also be
integrated giving:
1
du
dt ~ (\-2fj,

U =

The condition at t = to gives:
z/t(A-,0/(A-2M+i) = uy^-riAA-ifcH-i) = constant =

Thus the solution for u has the form

Now substitute the value of D = Hu = c\ux~ l , K = ku^.u = xt~^
and u = tl^x~2^+Vf- (cu) in Richard's equation (4.35). Without loss of generality it
is possible to rescale and choose c=l/A, k = 1, to obtain
A_2i +i j
1
A - 2fjt + 1

Since

A_^+I
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uxx =

/

'i ,

.

and u}t = - ( A_

;'

)

A. -

A - 2u + 1
=

, equation (5.33) becomes

(A -

which can factorized, rearranged and simplified to obtain
(A-M) \i
A-3/.+D;

A - 2u + 1

-I

and so

(A - 2/z + 1)

which can be written as

which means
______

[F - (A -
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5.2.2

Reduction 2, Entry 4 H = ceAu and K =

Here we have
f?i = (A - ^) x

0 = 1
and so the surface condition (4.34) becomes

1 = (A — //) ZUa; + (A - 2//)

which can be written as

(A - 2^u) t

(A - fj.) x
-u* + ut
(A - 2fj.) t

.
,
(5.35)

with
u (x, t0) = F (x)
when t = to then
x = (jj and u = F (w')
Using the method of characteristics, equation (5.28) can be compared with (5.35)
to give:
dx _ (A — /x) x an
~dt ~ (A - 2/*) I
The first equation may be integrated to give:

1
du _
~
dt ~ (A -
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- ,In t
In x = T\——^(A so that

X

=

where a; is a constant and p, ^ A/2. In addition the second equation may also be
integrated giving:

The condition at t = to gives:

Thus the solution for u has the form
u=

(A - 2/i)

Now substitute the value of D = Hu = c\eXu , K = ke"u ,w = xt-(^-A*)/(A-2^) and
u = r^2~ lni + F (w) in Ricnar<i's equation (4.35). Without loss of generality it is
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possible to rescale and choose c = I/A, k — 1, to obtain

(A -

\-2 M )

= r 1 (XeXF F l
which gives
1

(A-2//)t

_

( A ~ M)_ F

--

(A-

XF

_

l

,

w

F

""

_

^

After simplifying we find

1 - (A - u) uFu] = (eXF F« - ^) w

(5.36)

In similar way we can reduce the other entries in Table (5.2) to Ordinary Differen
tial Equation (ODEs) as Edwards [1994] has produced in Table (5.3). The reduced
ODEs may or may not be solvable in closed form. (5.34) is a solvable example, which
may be integrated, when \JL = A + 1, to
~— uF = Fx~ l Fu - Fx+l + constant
A+1
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Table 5.3: Reduced ODE of the one-dimension diffusion convection equation A, p, E R,
based upon Edward [1994]Reduced ODE
Entry Functions Hu and /C
i ^

7T

1

K = lr /*^J(A + l),A

2

^ = WA+I

3

A+I U
K = w(A+2)/2

^ = ^A+1 A ^o

A^0

A-i+i( r

(A

^FU )-(F^FU

F") w

With U = F (w) tV(A-2M+l), u = a. t -(A-^)/(A-2/i+l)

i(-F + CF.) = (FAF.-FA+1) w

with u = F M t-1/*, w = x + f hit
(f F A r,) w + (-1 - M3^) F A + £(A+2) r A/2 j

4

5
6
7
8

/f = -I_7I A + 1

IT

^
^
^"
K
H
K

U A +!

A+I A^ -1 -2
'
^
= lnw
= lnw
= ]nu
= -u~l
= ]nu

v ~ Ar A ^ °
K = w In u — u
UA +!

U

H=l
K — u In u — u
1

IT

9
10

x _/ n
^

Au

" — ie
/C e^
J. \.

~^ ^

ff ——

with u — F(uj) x2//A , u; = t - -y In z

xL(r-(A + i)wrw) = (rArw -inr)w

With U = F (w) t 1 /(A+2) ) w = a;f -(A+l)/(A+2)

r-crw = (F-1ru -inr)w

with u = tF (cu) , a; = x — clnt

-1 = (c2F-"Fw - cF"1 - clnF - F)
with u = F ((jj) x~l , cj = t + clnz
i (F - (1 + Aw) Fa,) - (FA FW - FlnF + F) W
with u = F M t1/A , w = xt~l - j Int
iF = (Fw -FlnF + F)w
with u = F (w) e*/c , u = x- ^i1
1

C1

f\

ii}i,<r }

(r XF F

P^F \

/ i\
^ ^ 2A

e )u
(C 1- u
P-JUI u)
(A
\-2fj. ( L
T/~(A~^/(A~2^
fi;
Inf
1
4(^1
r
with?/
——
'
A 9
/
W1U11 Lt —— /^ V

A^O

i(cF,-l) = (eA^F,-e^
with u = F (cj) — \ Int, w = x + f Int
eAF/2 _ | CAF = ^ e^r. - f§eA^ + f e^/2 - F)^

Ip^ll

?-^

"

= A±2 /f-(A+2)/A _ 1 jrA+l\ ^

ff _ I Au

11

Jf = ^,

A^O

12

ff — Lo^u
K=$

A ^°

with u = F (w) + ^ Inx, a; = t - y Inx
i(l-(2 + AM)F.) = (eA^F,-F2 )
with M = F (w) + { Int, w = ^t"1 - f Int
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If the constant of integration is taken as zero, this first ODE may be solved
exactly for the cases A = 1, A = 2.

This leads to solutions of the type noted by

Philip [1992].

5.3

Summary

In this chapter we have solved the seven determining linear (4.63 — 4.67) equations
in the infinitesimals rjl , 773 and 0, in the attempt to calculate the classical symmetries
of Richards equation (4.35) for general form of D — Hu and K. The conditions
that the arbitrary functions D and K have to fulfil for equation (4.35) to admit the
symmetries have been achieved and listed in Table (5.2). Note these results are rare
and we can't be certain that we have achieved all possible solutions. In last section
we used two results [Entry 1 & Entry 4 of Table (5.2)] for the infinitesimals to show
how we can reduce reduce Richard's equation to an ordinary differential equation as
Edwards has obtained [1994] (Table (5.3)).
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Chapter 6
MACSYMA program
SYMMGRRMAX for solving
Richards infiltration equation in
t hr ee- dimensions
Nonlinear diffusion Richards equations are widely investigated [Philip 1969, Munier et al 1981, Dresner 1983, Bluman & Cole 1974, Smith 2002].

Most of these

studies are concerned with one-dimensional equations [Chapter 3].

As to higher-

dimensional equations, investigators generally consider problems such as existence of
solutions rather than exact solutions.

In two and three spatial dimensions, Philip

[1984] presented and discussed in detail the exact solutions of the problem of qua-
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silinearized steady infiltration from circular cylindrical and spherical cavities, with
the moisture potential fixed at the cavity surface. Exact solutions to the cylindrical
and spherical symmetry cases were found, and their relations to some real physical
processes are discussed by Philip [1984]. Edwards and Broadbridge [1994] presented
a Lie algebra of classical infinitesimal symmetries of the nonlinear diffusion-convection
equation in two and three dimensions. It is the main aim here to demonstrate how
mathematical software may be used to find their and other results.
Lie's infinitesimal transformation method provides the most widely applicable
technique to find solutions of ordinary and partial differential equations.

A major

obstacle in the application of classical Lie group theory to solving differential equa
tions is that usually a large number of tedious calculations are involved. Even the
calculation of the continuous symmetry group of a modest system of differential equa
tions is more likely to fail, if done with pencil and paper. Programmable computer
algebra systems (GAS) such as MATHEMATICA, MACSYMA, Maple, REDUCE,
AXIOM and MuPAD, are extremely useful aides in such computations. Symbolic
packages, written in the language of GAS, can find the determining equations of the
Lie symmetry group. The most sophisticated packages then reduce the determining
system into an equivalent but more suitable system, subsequently solve that system
in closed form, and go on to calculate the infinitesimal generators that extend the Lie
algebra of symmetries.
The purpose of this chapter is to present and use a Macsyma program for the
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computer assisted calculation of symmetry groups for Richards equation in three
dimensions.

6.1

Basic description of Macsyma program SYMMGRP.MAX

For a complete introduction of Macsyma software system please see [Champagne,
Hereman and Winternitz 1991]. Despite various packages for the calculation of Lie
symmetries, symbolic software for nonlinear partial differential equations is almost
absent.
MACSYMA is an interactive symbolic-numerical-graphical mathematics software
system that helps you to solve many kinds of problems in algebra, trigonometry,
calculus, numerical analysis, and graphics.
The SYMMGRP.MAX program [mainly used here], fully implements the algo
rithm for the calculation of Lie point symmetries. It is designed to handle large and
complicated systems of differential equations. The program is written in MACSYMA
syntax, it is entirely symbolic and produces exact analytical output.
The program SYMMGRP.MAX written by Champagne, Hereman and Winternitz
[1991], is a modification of an earlier package by Champagne and Winternitz 1985,
that has been extensively used over the last decade at many places. It has been tested
on hundreds of systems of equations [Champagne, Hereman and Winternitz 1991].
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SYMMGRP.MAX program consists basically of function definitions. In fact, an
appropriate function is defined for each major task in the process. These functions
may be used individually provided that care is taken with respect to their arguments,
for more details see [Champagne, Hereman and Winternitz 1991].
The primary function is called SYMMETRY and it may be considered as the main
program. Once called, it reads the data, groups the setting for the calculation and
then goes through the major steps in the calculation by sequentially calling the other
functions.
The program can be used interactively; which is only useful for single equations
or fairly simple systems, and in batch mode; which is recommended for equations of
fairly high order or for systems of equations (see Champagne, Hereman and Winternitz
1991). A simple batch file contains the MACSYMA commands which is necessary
to run the program and to read the data (most often given in a separate file). The
data are put into a file with the use of MACSYMA assignment statements. Whether
the program is used in batch mode or interactively, the data must be entered in an
appropriate way.
MACSYMA program SYMMGRP.MAX realizes the procedure in Chapter 4 and
automatically produces a list of determining equations for the coefficients of the vector
field for the Lie symmetries of an arbitrary system of differential equations.

This

list has been examined so that it is free of duplicate equations and unimportant
differentials.

Numerical factors and non zero parameters occurring as factors are
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also removed. Prom the solution of these determining equations one can find the Lie
symmetry group.
The setting of the program is a completely general one and the method is well
known and described above in Chapter 4, see also for example [Olver el at, 1986,
Bluman, and Kumei, 1989]. The program calculates the determining equations for
the systems of m differential equations of order fc, with p independent and q dependent
variables, where m, fc, p, and q are arbitrary positive integers.
The flexibility within SYMMGRP.MAX and the possibility of using it interac
tively, allows the user to find the symmetry group of arbitrarily large and complicated
systems of equations on relatively small computers. It allows one to follow a path
that would be taken in manual calculations. That is find, in as simple a way as possi
ble, all simple equations, solve them and feed the information back to the computer.
This can be done, for instance, by deriving a subset of the determining equations,
such as those that occur as coefficients in the highest derivatives in the independent
variables. These are usually single-term equations, which express that the coefficients
of the vector field are independent of some variables or depend linearly on some of the
other variables. With a feedback mechanism, these determining equations can then
be solved explicitly.

Then the infinitesimal generators can be obtained via simple

integration.
Macsyma program greatly helps in the calculation of Lie symmetry groups of large
systems of differential equations. In the next section we show the use of the program
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in batch mode. It also illustrates the feedback that aids in solving the determining
equations step by step.

6.2

Similarity solutions of 3-dimensions nonlinear
infiltration equation

For classical Lie group analysis of the class of equations (2.23) in three dimensions,
we are interested in the general infiltration equation (2.26), so that D(u) and K(u)
are arbitrary. The equation may be written as:

ut = (Dux ) x + (Duy }y + (Duz } z - Kuuz

(6.1)

with x, y the horizontal coordinates, which for a system displaying cylindrical radial
symmetry about a vertical axis; ignoring polar angle 6, this becomes

ut = ^ (Drur )r + (Duz ) z - Kuuz

(6.2)

where the horizontal radial coordinate r = (x2 + y1 } 1 . Through symmetry analysis,
we identify the special forms of D and K which have extra symmetries.
The infinitesimal transformations appropriate in this instance are

z' =
t' =
u' = U(r,z,t,u,£}=u + e<t>(r,z,t,u) + 0(e*)

(6.3)
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where the infinitesimal generator x is

d

0

d

8

* = ^ +r?2 ^ +7^ + ^

(6 ' 4)

equation (6.3) is then extended to first and second order derivatives, so that, for
example

<, = ur + £</>M + O (e2)
where

with Fr the total derivatives operator with respect to r,

TrX (r, z, t, u] = Xr + urXu
The following work shows the use of the program in batch mode. It also illustrates
a feedback mechanism that allows the determining equations to be solved step by step
on the computer.

6.3

Method of using MACSYMA in solving Richards
equation in 3-dimensions

For the equation (6.2) the MACSYMA calculations are involved, we illustrate the
details as follows:
First we consider Richards equation in the form

ut = - (Drur )rr + (Duz } z - Kuuz

(6.5)
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Clearly, this is one equation m = 1 with three independent variables p = 3 and one
dependent variable q = I. The simplifications implemented in the program reduce
the number of determining equations from 35 to 24 equations [Appendix Al]:
T]3rD2 = 0

(6.6)

rj3u D2 = 0

(6.7)

r)3z D2 = 0

(6.8)

rj3u DDu = 0

(6.9)

D (7rj3uDu + r,3uuD) = 0

(6.10)

D (2r,3z Du + r)3uz D) = 0

(6.12)

D (2rT!3rDu + n^D) = 0

(6.13)

D(2riar D» + ri3ia.D) = Q

(6.14)

D (4rr,3r Du + rrj3ur D + r)3u D) - 0

(6.15)

D (n3uKu - 2r)3z Du - %J = 0

(6.16)

D (rr,3rKu - rj3z D - rrj2T ) = 0

(6.17)

1^UDDUU + rj3uD2u + J]ZUUDDU = 0

(6.18)

D (n3uKu - ^3z Du - ^UZ D - %J = 0

(6.19)

2rr)3r D2u + 2rrj3ur DDu + 3r,3u DDu + ^3uu D2 = 0

(6.20)
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* - r</)zz D - r<t>rr D - <j>r D + rfa = 0
rrj3z DKu

(6.21)

rr)3t D = 0

(6.22)

u + r<j)Du - rr]3zz D2 - rrj3rrD2 - r]3r D2 + r%t£> - 2rr]2zD = 0

(6.23)

= 0 (6.24)

2r]3uDKuu + r)3uDuKu + ^UU DKU - 2r]3z DDuu - rt2u Du - r]2uu D
(6.25)

= 0

+ 2r2 (j)ur D+rr)3tD-r] l D = 0 (6.26)

>uDu + r2rj3tDu - 2rrj3ur D2
=

r2<j>uuD
(6.27)

0

2rr]3z DKuu + 3rrj3z DuKu + 2rrj3uz DKu
DDU -

r(f)u Du + rr,3tDu - 2rr,2z Du + r(f)uuD - 2rrj2uz D
(6.28)

0

r<j)Ku

u - rrj3rr DKu - ?]3r DKu + rr)3tKu u - 2r<j)z Du - 2r<puzD + r^2zz D + rr]2rrD + r)2r D -

= 0

(6-29)
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We now use these overdetermined linear equations for the infinitesimals ryl5 rj2 , %
and <j) to determine the classical symmetries of Richards equation in three dimensions
(6.5) with radial symmetry about the vertical axis
The equations (6.6), (6.7) , (6.8) & (6.9) reveal that
(6-30)
and (6.16) & (6.19) with equation (6.30) gives:
r\iu = 0

(6.31)

r,2r = 0

(6.32)

while (6.17) reveal that

and so from (6.31) and (6.32) we may write
( 6 - 33 )

For the second run, we provide the program with these informations and ask for
new determining equations in the same way.

There are only eleven determining

equations [Appendix A2]:
rjluD = 0

(6.34)

rjlz D = 0

(6.35)

r)lu Du + r,lm D = 0

(6.36)

rilz Du + rjluz D = 0

(6-37)
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<f>Du + rj3t D - 2^2z D = 0

(6.38)

<t>Dv + r?3t D - 2ri lr D = 0

(6.39)

+ (J>UDU + rj3t Du - 2r]2z Du + <J)UUD = 0

(6.40)

r(f>z Ku - r$zz D - r^D - <PT D + rfa = 0

(6.41)

<j>Duu + $UDU + rjst Dv - 2r?lr Du + <f>uuD - 2rjlur D - 0

(6.42)

4>KUU + j]^Ku - rj2zKu - 2<J)Z DU - 2<t>uz D + r]2zz D - 7?2f = 0

(6.43)

r2rjlz Ku + 2r2<f)r Du + r$Du + 2r2 0ur D + rrj3t D - r\lzz D - r2rjirr D
-rr)lr D - if! D + r2rju
(6.44)

= 0
These equations will be used to give new information as follows:
equations (6.34)& (6.35) give
*h = »?iM)

(6.45)

Subtracting (6.39) from (6.38) we get

now from (6.33), and (6.45) we may write
(6.46)
(6-47)
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Provide the program with new information for the third run. There are only five
determining equations [Appendix A3] :
- 2aD + rj3tD = 0

(6.48)

<f)Duu + <J)U DU - 2aDu + ^t Du + <PUUD = 0

(6.49)

r<f>zKu - r4>zz D - r$rT D - 0r £> + rfa = 0

(6.50)

- aKu + rt^Ku - 1$Z DU - 20UZ L> - 7t - zat = 0

(6.51)

2rVr A, + r(pDu + 2r*4>ur D - J3D - 2raD + rrj3t D + r2[3t + r*at = 0

(6.52)

Now with (6.30) , that is % = rj3 (t) and D ^ 0, we differentiate equation (6.48)
with respect to u then subtract it from equation (6.49) to obtain:

4> = F(r,z,t)u + G(r,z,t)

(6.53)

Also since D ^ 0, then (6.48) can be rewritten as
0^ = (2a - 7/3t )

(6-54)

which leads to two main cases as A: 0^ = (2a - %t ) = 0 or B: 0^ = (2a - ti3t ) =
m

0 a constant.
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6.3.1

Case A, ^ = (la - rj3t) = 0

For this case we have
2a - /?3t = 0

(6.55)

(G + Fu) -~ = 0

(6.56)

a = %t /2

(6.57)

and

using (6.53) we have

From (6.55) we may write

we may now consider two sub-cases: 0 = 0 and D = m a constant
A.I: Sub-case 0 = 0, a = 773t/2
It is straightforward to show that there are only two nonlinear determining equa
tions; (6.51) and (6.52); which can be rewritten as follows:
r)3tKu - (27i + z-nw) = 0

(6.58)

2/3D - r2 (2ft + rrj3tt ) = 0

(6.59)

These two equations give rise to the following solutions:
• Solution (1.1.1)
D = arbitrary

K = arbitrary
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= c2

773 = c3

0=0

Solution (1.1.2)
D — arbitrary
T? 2 = CiZ + C2

K — constant
= 2Cit + C3

Solution (1.1.3)
D = arbitrary

K = k2 u +

ry2 = d (z + k2t) + c2

% = 2cit + c3

0=0

A.2: Sub-case D = m a constant, a = J73t/2
In this case there are three non-linear determining equations; (6.50), (6.51) and
(6.52) ; which can be rewritten as follows:
r (Gz + Fzu) Ku + rm [Ft/m - Fzz - Frr - Fr /r] u
rm [Gt/m - Gzz - Grr - Gr /r] = 0

(6.60)

2 (G + Fu) Kuu + ri3tKu - [±mFz + 27t + zr)3tt] = 0
- 2m/3

=0

(6.61)
(6.62)

Equation (6.60) can not be satisfied in general unless the last bracket of the
equation vanishes identically:

Gt/m - Gzz - GTr - Gr/r = 0
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We will now try to cover all possible solutions of (6.62) , (6.61) and (6.60).
Then the following reductions are obtainable, note that these solutions obtained
by inspiration for that we are not certain these are all the possible cases
• Solution (1.2.1)
K = arbitrary

D—m
7?1 = 0

ry3 = c3

r?2 = c2

(j> = 0

• Solution (1.2.2)
D=m
7?1 = 0

K — k%u +
% = c3

?72 = c2

where g = g(r, t) and
rgt - mrgTT - mgr = 0
Solution (1.2.3)
D—m
rj1 =ci(l-n)r

K = k^un + kiu + k0

% = Ci(l-n)z+c2

7y3 - 2ci(l-n)t+c3

Solution (1.2.4)
D=m

K = k^u + ki
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Solution (1.2.5)
D=m
*?! = °

% = C2

K = k-2U + ki
% = C3

0 = C5 U + C7

Solution (1.2.6)
D=m
n^ = Ci(ktf + z)

K = k-2U + ki
rj3 = lot + c3

where <? = g(r, z, t) and satisfies:
9t ~ m>9zz + k^gz - mgrr - mgr /r = 0

• Solution (1.2.7)
D—m
TJi = 0

7/2 = C2

K = k-^u + ki
% = £3

0 =

where g = g(r,z,t) and satisfies:
- m#r /r = 0

• Solution (1.2.8)
D=m
r?, = 0

rjo = Co

r?, = c3

K = k?u +
0=
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Solution (1.2.9)
D=m

K = k<2U2 + kiu + kg

r?2 = Ci2+(2ci£+c3 )&i+C5

?73 = 2i

• Solution (1.2.10)
D=m
7?! = 0

K — k\

T7 2 = C2

% = C3

• Solution (1.2.11)
D=m
?7! = 0

K — u log w — it + ki
T72 = c2

?73 = c3

(j) = 0

where c^, /Cj, m and n are arbitrary constants

6.3.2

Case B, 0^- = (2a — rj^t ) = m (a constant)

For this case we have
0—p = (2a — ry3t) = m constant

(6.63)

a = ^i^*

(6.64)

from (6.63) we may write
£i

and
(F« + G)^ = m

(6.65)
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where (Fu + G) = 0 from (6.53)
Taking into account (6.65) we may consider two sub-cases:

j^, D = um and 0 = u

B.I: Sub-case: a =

It is straightforward to show that there are only two nonlinear determining equa
tions; (6.51) and (6.52), which can be rewritten as follows:
2uKuu + r]ztKu - mKu - 2^t - zrj3tt = 0

(6.66)

2r2ft-20um + r3773tt = 0

(6.67)

These two equations give rise to the following solutions:
• Solution (2.1.1)
D = um

K — k-2U log u + k\u + ko

r)2 = fnz + k%t + c^

ry1 = rnr

f]3 = mt + 03

(f> — u

• Solution (2.1.2)
D = uT
i

GI + m
2

_ GI + m

Z

,

9 = u

• Solution (2.1.3)
D = um
= (m-n)r

K=

n

r?2 = (m - n) z - nt + c2

% = (m - In) t + c3

<f) = u
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B.2: Sub-case: a = =^i, D = emu and 0=1

Again it is straightforward to show that there are only two nonlinear determining
equations; (6.51) and (6.52), which can be rewritten as follows:
2KUU + rjzt Ku - mKu - 2^t - zr]m = 0

(6.68)

2r2/3t -2pemu + r3 r)m = Q

(6.69)

Equation (6.69) leads to
0=0

and 773tt = 0 => r?3 = cit + c3

Thus

This equation can be solved directly to give rise to the following solutions:
• Solution (2.2.1)
D = emu
(1 + mkz)
TJI = -——:——-r
KI

K = k2u + fcx

. (1 + mkz)
% = i + ^——-——L Z + CI
&2

,2
rj3 = (— + m)t + c3
&2

• Solution (2.2.2)
D = emu
ri1 = (m- n)r

K = k2enu + klU + k0

rj2 = (m - n}z - nkit + c2

% = (m - 2ri)t + c3

Solution (2.2.3)
D = emu

K = —u2 + kiu + k0
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77! — mr

7/2 = hrf,

= rat + c3

The classical Lie symmetries found above are summarized in Table 6.1.

Table 6.1: Lie symmetries of Richard's equation in three dimensions
Entry
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Functions D and K
D = arbitrary
K ^arbitrary
D =arbitrary
K = k2u + ki
D =constant
K = k2u + ki
D = m constant

Infinitesimals

1 : °;, ^2=72
Ci (z + fc2 t) + C2

% = 2cit + c3 ,

(+1 ct CtW=2C(J'+c3
% = c\ (k2t + z]
77X = ^r, 7^2 = GI (k2t + z) + c2

EC"" — if, ,,2 i r, ,. 1 JL_

Tj-A

D = m constant
/C = k2un + k\u + A;
D = um
K = k2un+l + ^
D = um

TII
?72
77!
773
^i
?73
r/!
/73

K = k2u log u + k\u + ko
D = emu

-C|t | C3 , ^5

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

/I —

K = k2u2 + k\u + k
K = k2enu + kiu + kQ

CiU 1

2^,2

GI (1 — n)r
ci (1 - n) ( fcit + z) + C2 , 0 = CiW
?72 = (m — n)z + c2
(m — ri)r
0 = U
(m — 2n)rj
^
2
^2
^ r
0 = U
c\t + c3
rj2 -= mz + k2t + c2
mr
0 = U
c3
+
mt
l+mfc2 „,
i.

7/o —

D = emu

0 = 0

^2 —

fc2 2 2 ' * ' C2

. —— 7/ —t O''

?72 -= mz + 2A;2t + c2
77X = mr
0= 1
773 = mt + c3
773 = (m — 2n)t + c3
77X = (m — ?r)r
0=1
+ c<2
nk\t
772 = (m — n)z

Where ^ in entry 3 is p(r, z, t) and satisfies
rgt - mrgzz + k2rgz - mrgrr - mgr = 0
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6.4

Summary

In this chapter we have presented and used a Macsyma program SYMMGRP.MAX
for the computer assisted calculation of symmetry groups for Richards equation in
three dimensions. The conditions that the arbitrary functions D and K have to fulfil
for equation (6.2) to admit the Lie symmetries have been achieved and listed in Table
(6.1).

These result are achieved by Edwards and Broadbridge [1994].

Note these

results are rare and we can't be certain that we have achieved all possible solutions,
so further studies are needed to find more possible solutions. However, as emphasized
many times throughout this thesis, a central concern of this thesis is to solve Richards
equation in one-dimensional vertical flows.

For this reason, we are forced to focus

attention again in next chapter on finding new solutions for Richards equation in
one-dimensional using this time non-classical method.
Although not designed for that purpose, MACSYMA program SYMMGRP.MAX
can be easily modified to non-classical symmetries [Clarkson, 1992, Clarkson and
Mansfield, 1993, 1994a,b] as we are going to demonstrate next chapter.
and Mansfield [1994b] give a detailed explanation of such a modification.

Clarkson
In next

chapter we are going to use the non-classical method with the help of Macsyma to
obtain new solutions for Richards equation in one-dimension.
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Chapter 7
Non-classical solutions for Richards
equation in one-dimension

7.1

Introduction

The classical Lie method of symmetry reduction is one of the most powerful meth
ods of solving partial and ordinary differential equations is by means of group invari
ants [see the previous chapter]. However, classical methodology fails to produce large
sets of invariant solutions when the invariance groups admitted by the differential
equation are trivial, or very limited; for this reason it is necessary to extend the no
tion of classical symmetries to the so called 'non-classical symmetries' [see for example
Grundland and Tafel, 1994] which no longer form an algebra, as in the classical case.
In this chapter we focus upon the derivation of the non-classical symmetries of
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Bluman & Cole as they apply to Richard's equation for water flow in the unsaturated
uniform soil. It is shown that the determining equations for non-classical case lead
to four highly non-linear equations which have been solved in five particular cases. In
each case the corresponding similarity Arisatz' has been derived and Richard's equa
tion is reduced to an ordinary differential equation. Explicit solutions are produced
when possible.

7.2
7.2.1

Non-classical method
Introduction

There have been several generalizations of the classical Lie group method for
symmetry reductions as a result of the fact that symmetry reductions for many partial
differential equations are known and are not obtained by using the classical Lie group
method. Bluman and Cole [Bluman and Cole, 1969] proposed a generalization of Lie's
method for finding group-invariant solutions for the heat equation, which they named
the "non-classical" method. Since then many other approaches have been developed
in the relevant literature (for example: Bluman and Cole [1974] and later Olver
& Rosenau [1986]) generalized the Lie method to cover symmetry transformations
leaving invariant only a subset of the possible solutions of the PDE, the direct method
of Clarkson and Kruskal [1989], the Levi and Winternitz [1989] and Hood [1995], etc}.
These new symmetries have become known as 'conditional symmetries'; we shall refer
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to this generalization as the 'non-classical method'.

In fact the generalization of

Bluman & Cole is far broader than was previously thought; in principle, not only can
equations for invariant solutions corresponding to arbitrary transformation groups be
found by reduction method, but every possible solution of the system can be found by
using some such group, as it is shown by Olver & Rosenau [1987], later Clarkson and
Mansfield [1994b] presented an algorithm for calculating the determining equations
associated with non-classical method. In this approach one replaces the conditions
by the weak (surface) conditions for the invariance of the combined system consisting
of the original differential equations along with the equations requiring the groupinvariance of the solutions. By this device, a much wider class of groups is potentially
available, and hence there is the possibility of further kinds of explicit solutions being
found by the same reduction techniques.
However, the determining equations for a non-classical symmetry group may be
too difficult to be solved; on the other hand, as shown here, finding particular nonclassical groups can lead to new explicit solutions of the system.

7.2.2

Basic description of the method

The basic idea of the non-classical method of Bluman and Cole [1969] is that
the invariance of partial differential equations - here we consider the non-classical
symmetries of Richard's equation:

ut = (Dux ) x -Kuux

(7.1)
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is simultaneously incorporated with the invariance surface condition
Q = 0 - T/jUj. - rj2 ut = 0

(7.2)

which is linked with the vector field
X = <i> (x, t, u) — + r?! (x, t, u) — + r/2 (x, t, u) —

(7.3)

It follows that the new invariance condition for form invariance of Richards equation
is

/Q\

where XE ^ tne second prolongation operator (4.32) which here includes the surface
invariant in the algorithm.

This means that the surface condition (7.2) is used

to eliminate ut , and ux when forming the determining equations for the invariance
condition.

This is different from Lie classical method where surface invariance is

used only after the determining equations have been solved [see Chapter 5] , therefore
follows that (7.4) is a generalization of (4.33). The number of determining equations
appearing in the non-classical method is less than for the classical method, therefore
the set of solutions is, in general, wider than for the classical method as in this method
we require only the subset of solutions of (7.1) and (7.2) to be invariant under the
infinitesimal generator (7.3).
It is important to note that the non-classical method is just one example of a more
general conditional symmetry approach described by Ibragimov [1996] in which the
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condition (4.33) for form invariance of partial differential equation is supplemented
by an additional condition.
The algorithm for computing non-classical symmetries is very much the same as
that for computing standard Lie -classical symmetries; in this chapter we consider
non-classical symmetries of equation (7.1), which are unobtainable by Lie-classical
method and find the special values of D and K for which these reductions can be
derived. Throughout the following it has been found convenient to set
D = Hu

(7.5)

and also the MACSYMA program SYMMGRP.MAX has been used to calculate the
determining equations.

7.3

Non-classical point symmetry

To apply the non-classical method to (7.1) we require (7.1) and (7.2) to be in
variant under the infinitesimal generator (7.3), the non-classical method requires that
the symmetries with ?72 = 0 should be determined separately from those with r?2 ^ 0.
Furthermore, there is no restriction in the use of the normalization ^ — I when
r)2 = 0 [Gandarais, 1999]. In the same way, 7?2 could be normalized to 1 when % ^ 0.
We shall show that this procedure leads to new symmetry reduction and hence to
new solutions [Wiltshire et al 2004]:
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7.3.1

ri2 = 0

Case A:

Symmetries with ry2 = 0.

In this case, we can choose rjl = 77 = 1 without

restriction, which means that the invariant surface condition is 0 = jg , and the four
determining equations are:
4>HUU = 0

(7.6)

<t>x Kv + <J>XX HU - & = 0

(7.7)

(1>HU HUUU - 0#1 + <f> u Hu Huu + $uu Hl = 0

(7.8)

(t>HuKuu - <t>HuuKu + 2<PX HU HUU + 2^1% = 0

(7.9)

Thus using (7.6) it can be shown that H = cu+c'. However without loss of generality
d = 0 and so

H — cu
and so (7.8) gives
(j) = -- = c0u + g(x, t]

using (7.9) and without loss of generality this leads to

K = ku
There is only one solution of these equations as follows, namely the infinite sym
metry

77 = 1

H = cu

K = ku

du
<f) = -TT = CQU + g

(7.10)
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where g = g (x,t) and satisfies equation (7.7)
cgxx + kgx -gt = Q

(7.11)

Substituting (7.10) with (7.11) into Richard's equation (7.1) and with the help of
algebra computer, this gives rise to the solution
u(x,t) — e cox

r
I e~coxg (x, t)dx + p (t)

(7.12)

i/

where (p (t) is an arbitrary function of t.

Case B:

7.3.2

r/2 ^ 0

Symmetries with Tj2 ^ 0. In the case, without loss of generality, we may set
f]2 (x, t, u) — 1, TJI = 77 (x, t, u). The non-classical method applied to (7.1) gives rise
to the following four non- linear determining equations:
Hu [J1U HUU - r]uuHu] = 0

(7.13)

(f>x HuKu + ^Huu + <t> xx l% - <j>tHu - 2nx <t>Hu = 0

(7. 14)

2rjuHuKv + <t>HuHuuu - <f>H2uu + ^UHU HUU + 0UU^ - 2^^ + 2muHu = 0 (7.15)
(f>HuKuu - (f>HuuKu
-2riu<j)Hu + rjt Hu +
= 0
Solution of these equations will be generated below.

(7-16)
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The infinitesimals for case B

7.3.3

Solutions of this system depend in a fundamental way on the value of H , and K.
Assuming Hu = D ^ 0 and by solving (7.13) we obtain:
——*
nlu H
'luu HU —s
*-*uu = n

n' I mi

H

•*-•*• 11.11.

(7.17)
Then we provide the program with this information and ask for the determining
equations. Three new determining equations are obtained:
2fx <f>HHv

UKU - 4>2HUU = 0

(7.18)

2fg) Hi + 2f2HH2u - 2fx H3u - <t>H2uu + <I>UHUHUU + <J>HU HUUU + 2fHu Ku = 0
(7.19)
(gt + 2ggx ) Hu + (2fgx + 2fxg + ft ) HHU + 2ffx H2Hu - fxx HH2u
- (gxx + 2/0 - 20UX ) H2 - g^Huu - f<i>HHuu + 2<f>x HuHm

+/X HHU KU + gx HuKu = 0

hence Hu ^ 0, we can divide equation (7.19) by H2 to get:
,

(f)

(7-20)
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= 2fx Hu - 2fKu - 2fg - 2f2 H

(7.21)

we may integrate with respect to u, to obtain:
f Hdu + S

J

This leads to
Hu(j)u + Huu(f> = 2f H - 2fK - 2fgu - 2/2 f Hdu + S Hu
(Hu <t>} u = \2fx H - 2fK - 2fgu - 2/2 / Hdu + S\ Hu
Hu<t> =

J

«/

L

f 2fx H - 2f K - 2fgu - 2/2 / Hdu + S(x, t) Hudu + R

= fx H2 -2f f KHudu - 2fg f uHudu - 2/2 / (HU f Hduj du
i/

»/

*J

\

i/

/

(7.22)

+HS + R
where S = S(x, t) and R — R (x, t} , then let
Z(u) -

f KHudu

X(u) —

I uHudu

W(u) =

I (HU f Hdu\ du
J

\

J

(7.23)

/

and so (7.22) becomes
= H~l {fx H2 - 2fZ - 2fgX - 2f2 W + HS + R]

(7.24)

where /, g, S, R depends on x, t and W, X, Z depends only on u. Now, explicit nonclassical symmetries may be found by considering two sub-cases / = 0 and / ^ 0
separately.
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Sub-case / = 0
When / = 0, equations (7.17) and (7.24) become:

while the new determining equations are:

Hu [2Sx Hl - gHuu (SH + R) + (SH + R)(HUKUU - HUUKU )
+2ggx H2u + gx H^Ku - gxx Hl + gtHl\
(7.25)

= 0

- SXHH2U KU - S2 H2HUU - 2SRHHU
+2Sgx HHl + RtHl - RXX H3U - Rx HlKu - R2HUU
(7-26)

= 0
Now rearrange (7.25) and (7.26) equations to obtain:

(SH + R}(HUKUU - HUUKU - gHuu) + (2SX - gxx ) H* + (gt + 2ggx + gxKu ) H% = Q

(SXX H + Rxx ) H3U + (SH + Rf Huu + (SX H + Rx ] H2U KU
-2gx (SH + R)H2U - (StH + Rt) H2U
= 0
and so the following solutions of these equations may be obtained by inspiration:
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Solution (1.1)
H = arbitrary

K = arbitrary

• Solution (1.2)

E= U
u

K= -k
u
_fcx

77 = ce «

cku _kx
0 = —— e «
n
where ri is an arbitrary constant.

Sub-case / ^ 0
For this sub-case substitution of (7.17) and (7.24) into the determining equation
(7.15) gives rise to

fHu {(HUZUU — HUUZU — HUKU ) + g(HuXuu — HUUXU — Hu )
+f(HuWuu - HUU WU - HHl}}
= 0

(7.27)

which can be written as a condition on / and g :
UQ + Q'lQ + 04 / = 0

(7.28)
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where Oi are constants for which

HU ZUU — HUU ZU — HU KU = a>o Hu
HUXUU — HUUXU — Hu =
HUXUU — HUUXU — Hu —
The functions Z, X and W satisfy:

Z
7^- — K = dQU + ai
nu

X
—- — u = a<2U + 03
tiu

Wu
f
—- — / Hdu = a^u + a5

(7.29)
(7.30)

While the remaining two determining equations (7.14) and (7.16) have the lengthy
form:

Hu {/ [2 (HU KUU - HUUKU ] Z + (HHUU + 2tf*) (SH + R)}
+2/2 [W (HUKUU - HUUKU) - Z (HHUU + 2H2U )]
-2fW (HHUU + 2Hl) + ffx [SH2U WU + H3 HUU]
+fx [±H2U ZU - H2 HUKUU + H2 HUUKU - HH2U KU]
-3fxx HHl - ft HHl + 2fg [(HUKUU - HUUKU ) X - HUU Z]
-2f2g[(HHuu + 2H2U ) X + HUUW] - 2fg2 HuuX
+fxg[4H2u Xu + H (HHUU - 2H2)} + 2fgx [2XU - H] H2U
+gHuu (SH + R)- 1ggx H2u - gx H2 Ku
- (HUKUU - HUUKU ] (SH + R)- 2Sx
= 0

(7-31 )
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u + 8fWZHuu + 4/2 [Z2 -W(SH + R)} Hu
(SH + R) + 4f2fx WH (Hi - HHUU)
, [ZH (Hi - HHUU) - WH2U KU] - 4ffxx H3u W
+/x2 [H3 (HHUU - 2H2U ) - 4H3U W] + 2fx [(H2 HUU - HH2U )
- (SH + R)- ZHlKu] + fxx Hl (H2 KU - 2ZHU) + fxxx H2 H3u
-fxt H2 Hl + 2ftHlZ + SfgXWHuu + 4f2g2X2 Huu + 8f2gXZHuu
+4f2gxWH2l + 4ffxgXH (H2U - HHUU) - 4fgXHuu (SH + R]
+4fggx XH2u + 1fgx H2u (2Z - KUX) - 2fgxxXH3u
+2fgtXH2 - 2fxgXH2 Ku - 2fxgx H2u (2XHU + H2 )
-2fxxgXHl + 2ftgH2u X - 2gx H2u (SH + R) + Huu (SH + Rf
+H2U KU (SX H + Rx ) + Hi (SXX H + Rxx ) - H2U (St H + Rt )
= 0
From these equations we may consider two subsub-cases g = 0, and g ^ 0

(7-32)
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sub-sub-case g = 0

For this sub-sub-case (7.31) and (7.32) becomes:

Hu {fx [4HlZu - H2 HUKUU + H2 HUUKU - HH2U KU]
+2f [HUKUU - HUUKU] Z + 2/2 ((HUKUU - HUUKU ] W
- (HHUU + 2H2U ) Z] + ffx [8H2U WU + H*HUU]
-2/3 (HHUU + 2Hl) W - 2SX H3U - (HS + R} (HUKUU - HUUKU]
+/ (HS + R) (HHUU + 2H2U ) - 3fxx HH3u - ftHH2u }
= 0

4f2 Huu Z2 + 4//z [(Hi - HHUU ) HZ - H2U KUW]
+fxx (H2 KU - 2HU Z] Hi + Sf3 HuuWZ
-4/ (SH + R) HUUZ - 2fx HlKu Z + 2ftH*Z
uuW2 + 4/2 /x (H2U - HHUU) HW
[(HHUU - 2H2U ) H3 - 4Hl\V] - 4/2 (SH + R) HUUW

-4ffxx H3u W + 4fftH2u W - (StH + Rt) H2U + (SXX H + Rxx ) H*u
+ (SX H + Rx ) ElKu + (SH + Rf Huu
+2fx (SH + R) (H2 HUU - HHl] + fxxx H2 H3u - fxtH2 H2u
= 0
By inspiration and help of computer algebra, the following solutions are possible
from these equations :
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Solution (1.1)
Ku = -bH

f=b

Solution (1.2)
f_
Co

TI =

CD
n (CQ + CiX + C2 t)

sub-sub-case g ^ 0
In this case the following solutions are possible:
• Solution (2.1)

H = nu

/= —
n
J

TI = k (u + h)
k*v?(u + h)
n
where h = h(x,t) such that

ht — nhxx + 2khhx

K = ku2
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The non-classical symmetries found above are summarized in Table 7.1.

These

solutions have apparently not been published before.

Table 7.1: Non-classical symmetries of Richard's equation in one-dimension
Entry
1
2
3

Functions H and K
H =arbitrary
K — arbitrary
D=2
*-\
H = H(u)
Ku = -bH
H
J.J.

4

K

——

1cpnu

H — nu
K = ku2

7.4

0 = 0

77 = ce ri
rlfii
kx
6I = ^^e~
n
(ex

'

n

v = bH
0=0

mpnu
( / 6C

J.\. — rvt

c;

Infinitesimals 0 = T\UX + ut
n = rj(t)

A
T

cinme™"
Co+c^+c2 t
cinfeenu -c2
n(co+cix+C2t)

r} = k(u-\- h(x,t}}
/C2 U2 («+/l)
(B, — — ———
*———-

^

n

ht = chxx + 2khhx

Symmetry reductions for case A

These results enable closed form solutions of Richard's equation to be found in
the same way as in Section (5.2). Using the surface invariant condition (4.34) and
method of characteristics (5.27) for particular functions of H and K for which these
reductions can be derived:
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7.4.1

First reduction: Entry 1: H ^arbitrary, K ^arbitrary

In this case we have 77 = 77 (t) and 0 = 0.

Substituting these results into the

surface invariant condition:
0 = 77 (t) ux + ut
give rise to the following solution
u(x,t] = F (<jj)

u — x — w (t)

where w (i) = f rjdt. Substituting these results into Richard's equation gives rise to
the travelling wave solutions [see for example Olver, 1991, and Hydon, 2000].

7.4.2

Second reduction: Entry 2: H = J, K = £

The infinitesimals in this case are:
_k
77 = ce "

cku _k x
0 = —— e, "
n

These may be substituted into the surface invariant condition (4.34) to give:
_k
cku _k T
——e " = ce ™ ux + ut
n

Then use the method of characteristics to determine the following
cku _kn
du = ——e
—
n
dt

dx = ce _kn
—
dt

which leads to ansatz for u(x,t)
u(x,t) = F'(u)e^ te
u(x,t) = F' (u} &( ~en
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i\

m— /

k
—x

\

/T OO^

where the similarity variable u; (x, t) is given by:

n
and where F (w) may be found by substitution (7.33) into Richard's equation (7.1)
so that

7.4.3

Third reduction: Entry 3: H = H (u) 9 K = -bH

In this case the infinitesimals are

These may be substituted into the surface invariant condition (4.34) and the method
of characteristics to determine the following ansatz for u (z,t):
u(x,t) = F(u)

(7-34)

where the similarity variable u (x, t) is given by:
u = x-bHt
Differentiating equation (7.35) with respect to x twice gives:

ult — bHuuxxt

(7.35)
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which can be written as:

(uuu + bHuut) ul + (uv + bHut) uxx = 0

(7.36)

H = auj + c

(7.37)

If we assume

then equation (7.36) becomes:

Huu (1 + abt) u^. + Hu (1 + abt) uxx = 0
Thus this leads to

H
^
^xx = 0
' Hu u
^"x 4•* •* uu u2
in Richard's equation, and so substituting (7.35) into (7.37) gives:
ax + c
H (u) = ————
1 + abt
v '

7.4.4

Fourth reduction: Entry 4: H = menu , K — kenu

In this case the infinitesimals are:
77 = ————~1 ""'""————
CQ + C\X + Cit

(j) = ——-7^——————————
n (CQ + C\X +

If c2 = 0, then the surface invariant condition (4.34) becomes:

dnkenu _
CD + cix

cinmenu du
CQ + cix dx

du
dt

and so this can be written as

k _ du
m dx

(CQ + cix) du
c\nmenu dt
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Using the method of characteristics gives:
du _
dx

k
m

dx _ c\nme nu
(c0 +
dt

Solving first equation gives:
k
u= -—x + F
m
which can be written as:
enu =
and so the second equation becomes:
dx_
dt

(c0 +

which can be solved for which t = 0, x — uj to get
mc\\ kx
(
mci\ ku
/
t — \CQ-\- Ciu — —r- } e ™ — (CQ + c\x — —— I e ™
\

K /

K /

\

Substitution of these relationships into Richard's equation (7.1) gives the ordinary
differential equation:
m i(c0 + CiUJ) FMu+ [k (CQ + ciu) - mci] F^-kciF = 0

7.4.5

Fifth reduction: Entry 5: H = rat,

tf = /en2

For this case the infinitesimals are:
fc V (^ + h)
77,
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where h = h (x, t) such that
ht — nhxx + 2khhx
When h = 0, the method of characteristics applied to the surface invariant condi
tion gives:
k2u3
du — _——
—
n
at

&

dx = fcu
dt

solving these equations give the ansatz:
u(x,t] =

\y

' j/

n
n

where F and uj are such that
x= n(2k2t
K,K* V\ nn

(u] \ 1/2 _n
«,K*
//

Substituting these relationship into Richard's equation give rise to the ordinary
differential equation for F (uj):
Q/r2
3/> +

2

7.5

n

n2

Summary

In this chapter we have described briefly the non-classical method, and then used
it to find new solution which are unobtainable by the Lie classical method.

These

new solutions that I have achieved for general form of D = Hu and K are listed in the
Table (7.1). In last section we used these results [Entry 1 - Entry 5 of Table (7.1)]
for the infinitesimals to reduce Richard's equation to ordinary differential equations.
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In the next chapter we are going to use the potential method to try to find more
new solutions which are not obtainable by the classical and non-classical methods.
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Chapter 8
Potential symmetries and solutions
by reduction of Richards' equation

8.1

Introduction

In previous chapters we considered symmetries defined by infinitesimal transfor
mations whose infinitesimals depend on two independent variables, one dependent
variable, and derivatives of the dependent variable. Such symmetries are local sym
metries since at any point x the infinitesimals are determined if u (x) is sufficiently
smooth in some neighborhood of x.

In this chapter we further expand the classes

of symmetries of differential equations by considering non-local symmetries whose
infinitesimals, at any point x, depend on the global behavior of u (x).
local symmetries are called Potential Symmetries.

These non

We determine some necessary
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conditions for Richards equation, written in conservative form, to admit potential
symmetries.

8.2

The potential method

Bluman, Reid and Kumei [1988] suggested a method to find a new class of sym
metries for a partial differential equation A (x, u), when it is written in conservative
form.

In such cases the dependent variables may be written as the gradient of a

potential function and this may be exploited to find additional symmetries.

They

analyzed the Lie symmetries of the system that were obtained introducing a potential
as further unknown function [Pucci and Saccomandi 1993].
In 1996, Sophocleous presented a classical analysis of Richard's equation in its
potential form. Gandarias [1996], also presented potential symmetries for a form of
heterogeneous porous media with power law diffusivity and hydraulic conductivity.
The concept of Lie groups of transformations is generalized further to include
non-local symmetries of differential equations. We present a systematic method for
finding a special class of non-local symmetries that are realized as local symmetries
of related secondary systems (potential symmetries). The introduction of potential
symmetries significantly extends the applicability of group methods to both ordinary
and partial differential equations. Together with the mapping algorithms developed
in Chapter 6, the use of potential symmetries allows one to find systematically noninvertible mapping that transform nonlinear partial differential equations to linear
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partial differential equations.

8.3

Potential symmetries-classical algorithm

To determine the potential symmetries of Richards' equation, we write the equa
tion in the conserved form:

¥v
dxdt

dtdx
which can be written as

|«- A [*„«,-*]

(8.1)

Introducing the potential variable i;, Richards equation can be written as a system
of two partial differential equations:
A! = vx - u = 0

A2 = vt - Huux + K = 0

(8.2)

In this case the classical Lie analysis is based upon the infinitesimal transformations:
x1 = X (x,t, u, V,E) = x + erj-L (t,x,w, v] + O (e2)
t' = T(x,t,u,v,e)=t
u' = U (x, t, u, v, e] = u + £0! (t, x, u, v) + O (e2)
v' = V (x,t,w, v,e)= v + £(j)2 (t,x,u,v} + O(e2)

(8.3)

These transformations induce potential and point symmetries for (8.1). It is well
known that the homogeneous linear system which characterizes the generators [see
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Chapter 4] is obtained from:
X(E (vt - Huux + K) = 0

X(E ] (vx -u)=Q

(8.4)

where XE ^s ^e ^rst prolongation generator of
9

d

JL

9

-L

d

X = rll te +ri 'di + <l>1 to + **to

f0 ^
(8-5)

which must hold identically. Here XE l' s given by the relation:

where
(8.7)

<^] = r^ - tO>i - ^r*??2
0?1 = rt ^ - uJVh - wtrt772

i = l,2

(8.8)

Here F^ and F4 are the total derivatives with respect to x and t ((4.23) , (4.27)),
respectively. Now it may be shown that the seven determining equations are:
rj2u = 0

(8.9)

ri2v Hu -»/lu = 0

(8.10)
=Q

(8.11)

Hu (ur]2v Hu + rj2x Hu + fov - urjlu) = 0

(8.12)

2rjluK + ^Huu - ^2v Hu + $luHu + r]2iHu -r] lx Hu = 0

(8. 13)
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- u^v Hu - (j)2x Hu + <j>iHu + u2 r]lvHu + urjlx Hu
= 0

(8.14)

^HUKU - r]luK2 - ^HUUK - ^IUEU K + ur]lv HuK

- 0

(8.15)

There are two main cases to be considered.

In the first r]lv ^ 0 whilst in the

second T]lv — 0, which been considered in detail by Sophocleous [1996].

8.3.1

The case r)lv ^ 0

This case does not appear to have been considered in the literature and the cor
responding determining equations give rise to the following informations:
Adding (8.11) with ((8.12) /Hu ] give us
uri2v + %* = 0
and since r)2u = 0 from (8.9), then
% = %(*)

(8- 16)

which leads to new five determining equations:
fi« = 0

(8.17)

&u = 0

(8.18)
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™j>*, + $& - <t>i - V?TIIV - ur] lx = Q

(8.19)

faHuu - <p2v tlu + <t)luHu + rj2t Hu - rjlx Hu = 0

(8.20)

^HUKU - ^HUUK - (J>1UHUK + ur]lv HuK +
r] lx HuK + u<t)lv Hl + (f)lx Hl - (j)2tHu + ur]lt Hu
(8.21)

= 0
Equations (8.17) and (8.18) give:
r^1 =rll (x,t,v)

4>2 = (j)2 (x,t,v)

(8.22)

while (8.19) gives:
u\v + fa*

(8-23)

Now rewrite (8.20) to get:
(&#„)„ - (fav - rj2t + r]lx ) HU = Q=^

H

(8.24)

0i

substituting (8.23) into (8.25) to obtain:

H

u (fav -r]lx }- u2rilv + 4>2x

(8.26)

from (8.26), if 02x , fav = 0, we may write H as:
/

^/log^-log(T) ll,u+7i l3;)^

H = ce^'-^K———"il

)

(8.27)
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Since H = H(u) is a function of u only, while TII and 772 are not from the equations
((8.16) , (8.22)), then we may write the infinitesimals as:
7h = c0x + civ + f(t)
fa = -u (CQ + ciu)

7?2 = crf + c3
fa = g (t)

(8.28)

while equation (8.21) can be rearranged and written as:
K \ , Ai^ + qiaA
faHj u V
fa
fax

K

ufav

fat

= 0

(8.29)

Comparing (8.28) with (8.29), and setting / (t), and g (t) = 0 we obtain:
K

W + <*

K

(830)
V - }

and so (after re-scaling 03 = 1) we generate new result:
r^ = c0x
fa = -u(c0 + Clu)

^2 = 0

(8.31)

Hence (8.27), then (8.30) and (8.31) give rise to the following solutions:
——i
H = c ( ——u—— "\ c°
H = ce~=i"

/
\ — —i
K = ku ( ——-—— } C°
K = kue"^"-

when c0 ^ 0, 1

(8.32)

when c0 = 0

(8.33)

while using (8.24), (8.30) and (8.31) give rise to the following solution:
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u
= cln -——

K = ku

when c0 = 1

v(8.34)'

The potential-classical symmetry reductions of Richard's equation for the
case t]lv ^ 0
In this case there are two invariant surface conditions for u, v namely:
fii = 0i — f]iUx — r]2ut = 0

(8.35)

^2 = 02 ~ ^l^x ~ 1l2 vt = 0

(8.36)

using (8.31), the equations (8.35) and (8.36) becomes:
—u (c0 + c\u) = (CQX + c\v) ux + (t + c3 ) ut

(8.37)

0 = (CQX + civ] vx + (t + c3 ) vt

(8.38)

However since (8.37) is a differential consequence of (8.38) it is necessary only to
solve (8.38).
To solve (8.38), we write the equation in the general form (5.27) for the charac
teristic method (see Section 5.2):
°"

(Cox + Cl v)
(t + c3 ) Vx + Vt

which leads to
dv = 0n
—
dt

andA

dx =
—
dt

(t + c3 )
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solving the equations (8.39) by using the method of characteristics (see Section 5.2)
this give rise to the following
(8.40)

u = u(v)
where

c°
(8.41)

u = <

Since u = vx (8.2a), it follows from (8.41) that:
r/

i

\ CQ
CO

(

and so
(8.42)

u= <
co-0

now if we set
(8.43)

F(v) — CQW +

then Richards' equation reduces to the ordinary differential equations:
~ x

- '••
CD

FF?

—u
r w ~~ ———— ~~ "'' v _

r r v

/-,

=0

when

CQ 7^ 0,1

(8.44)

when

CQ — I

(8.45)

and
—W

ci^ - k, = n0
- —e __

when

c0 = 0

(8.46)
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Notice for example that in the case c0 = 1/2 , c3 = 1 the equation (8.44) becomes:

cFvv - FFl -kFv = 0
and solving this equation gives the explicit solution for v:
c log
k
which can be rearranged to give
log ( V27/cerf ( -^] + a'0 } = -v
c
/
\V2cy
\
which can be solved to obtain:
erf -=

8.3.2

=a0 + a^

(8.47)

The case r]lv = 0

In this case it follows from ((8.9), (8.11) and (8.12)) that % = % (t) which leads
to new five determining equations:
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- ({>1UHUK + r,lx HuK
u + ur,lt Hu
=

0

and the corresponding results have been studied in detail by Sophocleous [1996] and
the Table 8.1 is based upon his results.
Table 8.1: Potential Symmetries of Richard's equation (based upon Sophocleous
[1996]).
Entry Functions H and K Infinitesimals 0 = r\ux + ut
H = nu
T/I = (1 - M) (a; - k0t) , fa = u
1
K = ku^ + k0u
rj2 = 2 (1 - A*) t, fa = (2- fj.)v
H — nu
T/i = A* (fat - X) , 0! = 1
2
K = ke»u + k0u
r/2 = — 2//t, 02 = ~VV + x + k$t
H = nu
TII = x — kot, ?72 = 2t
3
K = k In u + kQU
0! = U, 02 = 2v + kt
n-t = -kt, rj2 = 0
H = nu
4
K = ku In u + kau
0! = W, 02 — ^
H = nu
?]! = — 2/ct, ??2 = 0
5
K = ku2
01 = 1, 02 = X
nl = —2kxt, r/2 = — 2fct2
H = nu
6
K = ku2
0i = x + 2kut, 02 = nt + %H = nexu
ryj = Ax — 2/rf, r/2 = Ai
7
K = ku2
0! = 1, 02 = X + All
H = nexu
r/! = (A - At) x - k0fj,t, r)2 = (X- 2^) t
8
01 = 1, 0 2 = £ + M + (A- n}v
K = fce"u + k0u
H = nux
r/! = (A - /x) x + fc0 (/i - 1) *, 0i = u
9
773 = (A - 2At + 1) *, 02 = (A - A/ + 1) ^
K = ku^ + k0u
H = nux
77! = (A - 1) (X + kt) , 7/2 = 0

10

11
12

K = ku
H = nux

0! = 2W,

02 = (A + 1) U

I/! = (A - 1) a: - fct, r?2 = (A-l)t

K = ku In u + kf)U
H = nux

77: = Ax - M, % = (^ + !) *

K = k\n.u + k0u

0! = W,

0 X = W,

02 = Au
02 = (A + 1) U + kt
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8.4

Potential symmetries non-classical algorithm

A natural extension of the analysis of the previous section is the extension to nonclassical symmetries of the system (8.2). In this case [see Chapter 7] the equations
(8.2) are incorporated with the invariance surface conditions (8.35) and (8.36) so form
invariance is found by applying the first prolongation:
X(E } (A)

Ai=0,A2 =0,fii=0,fi2 =0

=0

(8.48)

It may be shown that for the case r]2 — 1, the resulting two determining equations
are:
(p2uK - ur]uK - u(j)2v Hu - (t)2xHu + ^Hu + u2 j]v Hu
+ur]x Hu - (f)2(j)2u + ur)<p2u + wr/u02 - u2r)T]u
0

(8.49)

UKU - rjuK2 - ^EUUK - <f> lv H»K + UJ!V HUK + rjx HuK

+ur]tHu + urjr]x Hu + rj^^ - u<j)2u - J]u$
= 0

(8- 5°)

Note that equation (8.49) incorporating equations (8.2) is the condition for the dif
ferential consistency of the two surface conditions (8.35) and (8.36). This expression
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may be used to find 0X with the result that:

Hu

Hu

Hu

It follows that (8.50) becomes:
u + (f)2x HuKu - u2rtv HuKu - ur]x HuKu + <j> 2uuK2 - u
- u(j>2v HuuK - (j)2x HuuK + U2^V HUUK + ur]x HuuK
- 2<J>2UX HUK + 3ur]v HuK + 2r)x HuK
+ 2ur](j)2uuK

- ur](j)2x Huu - u2r)v<j)2 Huu -

>2uv Hu - 2u2r)4>2uv Hu + 2(j>2(j)2ux Hu
u - 2rjx (f)2 Hu - clu^r\uv ^Eu
+ur]tHu + 2u2 rir]v Hu + 2ur]rix Hu + 2u3rjr]uv Hu + 2u2r

= 0

(8- 52)

This equation is, of course, under-determined and so in principle there are infinity
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of symmetries. For example we may consider the case:
(8.53)

02 = 0
In this case the new determining equation is:

K+"

»/«« + 2

2 »?u

-2u2r]uv HuK - 2u*rmuv Hu + r]v [u2 Hu Ku - U2 HUUK - 3uHuK]
-u3rmv Huu + v?r]vvHl - 2u2r)rjvHu ~ ur]tHu + 2v?r]xvHl
+ur]xx Hl + rjx [uHuKu - uHuuK - 2HUK]
-u2ririx Huu - 2ur]r)x Hu - 2urjux HuK - 2u2^rjux Hu
(8-54)

= 0

This equation can be solved; here we will present the following case:
H = nux

K = kux

(8.55)

A ^ 0, with infinitesimals:
71

% = 1
and
c + 1) (I - A) + kux (co + u) (ci +1) (1 - A) - (CQ + v)2

(8.56)
^
(8-57)
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This example has been presented because, as may be seen from Table 8.1, the
case (8.55) does not produce classical potential symmetries. The point is that the
non-classical approach uncovers this missing case.

8.5

Summary

The potential method, that is suggested by Bluman, Reid and Kumei [1988], was
briefly presented, then used in the attempt to calculate the classical symmetries of
Richards equation (4.35) for general form of D = Hu and K provided it is written
in the conserved form.

The classical potential symmetries of Richard's equation

(8.1) were considered and have been achieved in two cases; rjlv ^ 0 and rjlv — 0, the
corresponding results of second case were studied in detail by Sophocleous [1996] are
listed in Table (8.1) which is based upon his results.

Then we used the result for

the case rjlv ^ 0 with the two invariant surface conditions ((8.35), (8.36)) to reduce
Richard's equation to an ordinary differential equation.

The non-classical method

is also discussed in the context of the potential system in section (8.4) and hence I
produced new result that the classical potential did not produce.
The solution is nevertheless quite useful at least as a tool by which to judge the
quality of numerical methods.
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Chapter 9
Examples applied to the problem
of infiltration

9.1

Introduction

This chapter presents the practical solutions of classical (Lie/ potential) symmetry
and a non-classical symmetry of Richard's equation applied to the problem of infil
tration. The problems are applied to a Dirichlet problem of the vertical infiltration
of moisture from the surface into a dry soil. Richard's equation is reduced to an or
dinary boundary value problem which is solved numerically in the classical case while
it is solved analytically for the non-classical example.

Similar problems have been

discussed by many authors, for example Philip [1957a], Hillel [1998], Miyazaki [1993]
and Smith [2002]. They discuss many appropriate mathematical forms for diffusivity
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and hydraulic conductivity including exponential and power law relationships.

9.2

A classical Lie / potential symmetry reduction

As a particular practical illustration of potential symmetry reduction of Richard's
equation consider the Dirichlet problem, of the vertical infiltration of water from a
soil surface
t>Q

u(Q,t) = f(t)

(9.1)

where / (t) is a given function of t, into a uniform soil mass for which:
u(x,Q) = g(x)

x>0

(9.2)

where x is depth measured positively from the soil surface. In this case there are two
invariant surface conditions for u, v (8.35) , (8.36)
=0

9.2.1

(9.3)

Example I

In this example it will be assumed that:
D(u)=Hu

H(u) = cux

K(u) = ku»

(9.5)

which corresponds to the particular potential symmetry given by Table 8.1 (Entry
9). It follows that the two appropriate surface invariants conditions ((8.35) , (8.36))
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are therefore:
fti = u - (X - (j.) xux - (A - 2// + 1) tut = 0

(9.6)

^2 = (A - p, + 1) v - (A - n) xvx - (A - 2// + 1) tvt = 0

(9.7)

which can be written in the form:
u = (A - //) oN/a + (A - 2^i + 1)
n
(A- 2yu + l)t

(A - ju) x
(A -

(9'8)

and
(A - yu + 1) v = (A - n) xvx + (A - 2/x + 1)
(A — /x+l)i;

(A — u)x

with
u(x,t0) =
and when t = to then
x = uj'

and

ii(z, t0 ) = ^ (a;')

However (9.6) and (9.7) are differentially related using the argument given by
equations (8.35) to (8.38) and the potential symmetry is entirely equivalent to the
classical symmetry presented in Table 5.2 (Entry 1).

Integration (9.8) defines the
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similarity transformation:

du
~dt
dx_
~dt

u
(A - 2/z + 1
(A - /z) x

in the same way as in Section (5.2.1) we obtain:
— Xt

where a; is a constant, applying the condition at t = t0 gives:
=u

(9.10)

(9.11)
but as t0 = 0, and replacing t by (1 + 1), (9.10) and (9.11) lead to:
and

u(x, t] = (1 + t) (*-

, t) = x (1 +

(9.12)

and so from equation (9.1) and (9.2):
V (0)

(9-13)

u(x,Q) = g(x) =
The similarity transformation (9.12) may be used to reduce Richard's equation
(4.35) to the ordinary differential equation as follows:
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x(X — fi)
'(A-2//+1)

A-2u

+

= ipu (i + ty

(A - 2^ + 1)

(9.15)

A-u-l

(9.16)

and
(9.17)
substitute (9.15) , (9.16) and (9.17) in Richard's equation gives:

- c\ (A -

but re (1 + t)~(*-2M+i) =: cj 5 and so it becomes:
(A=

(A - 2// + 1)

0

which means that
+ (A where the minus sign attached to the hydraulic conductivity term indicates that
x has a positive value in the onward direction.
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Consider now the particular problem based upon data provided by Philip [1957a],
Miyazaki [1993], Hillel [1998], and Smith el at [2002] where:
D(u) = 0.75u4 => #(u) = 0.15u5
K(u) = O.OOSw8

em's' 1
(9.19)

cm2 s- 1

Note that the physical units chosen are those commonly used in soil physics. Since
A = 5, yu = 8, c = 0.15, fc = 0.003 thus equation (9.12) becomes
u(z,t) = (l + *)~^VM

and

u(x,t) = x (1 + 1)~^

(9.20)

and (9.18) is specifically
+^ =0

(9.21)

Initially (£ = 0) it is assumed that the surface water content (x — 0) is 0.5 cm3 cm"3
and that at depth of 15 cm (x — 15) the soil is much dryer with volumetric content
of 0.1 cm3cm~3 then the conditions (9.13) and (9.14) give rise to
V>(0) = 0.5

^ (15) = 0.1

(9.22)

Equations (9.21) and (9.22) together specify a standard boundary value problem
whose solution was found numerically using Maple software. The result is presented
graphically in Figure (9.1) in terms of the curve u (x, 0) versus x, entirely equivalent
to t/j (u) versus u.
The corresponding infiltration curves are calculated using equation (9.20) and the
results are presented in Figure (9.2) which show the penetration of water into the soil
after 200 and 2000 seconds.
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141210:
Depth x (cms)

864:
2-

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

Volumetric water content u

Figure 9.1: Initial profile of volumetric water content versus depth
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Depth K (cms)

0.1

0.15

0.2

0.25

Volumetric water content u

Figure 9.2: Redistribution of moisture content in a soil, drying at the surface, after
200 and 2000 seconds. I— 200, - - - 2000]
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9.3

A non-classical symmetry reduction

In this section we consider the physical interpretation of the non-classical symme
try given in Table (7.1) (Entry 4) for which

D = HU

H(u} = ceXu

(9.23)

K(u) = keXu

For this case (for more details see Section (7.4.4) with n = A, m = c, F = f/0 the
surface invariance condition with characteristics gives:
(9.24)

eXu = $ (w) e~' ("-x)

and
hw

CC\\

(

km

f

CCi\

kx

, , ,
CikXipe ° t = c0 + ciuj - -—} e * — [CQ + CIX — —-)e°
k /
\
k /
\

,

.

(9.25)

The ordinary differential equation for ^(u) is obtained by direct substitution into
Richard's equation (4.35) and is found to be:
c (c0 + ciw) 1/U, + [k (CQ + Ciw) - cci] $u - kc^ip = 0

(9.26)

Without loss of generality it will be assumed that c0 = cci/k.

This has the

advantage of rendering equation (9.26) integrable with the result that

^(u) = A(2-— ]e^+u + B

V

c/

(9.27)

where A and B are constants. In addition (9.24) and (9.25) may be written in the
form:
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x=

+ k\te u
)
WM

exu = i>(u}e-^-^

(9.28)
(9.29)

where x = u; when £ = 0 and where the x variable will once again be measured
positively in the downwards direction.
Prom (9.29) this initial condition means that

If in addition u (0, 0) = UQ then equations (9.30) and (9.27) together imply that:
^ (u;) = A (2 - — ] e^ + u - 2A + eAu°

V

c J

(9.31)

The constant A may be found by additionally imposing the condition:
) = uL

(9.32)

to equations (9.30) and (9.31).
It follows that in this way if) (u) may be fully specified and so equations (9.28)
and (9.29) can be used parametrically to produce curves of u versus x for particular
values of t.
As a specific example consider a soil of thickness 50 cm which initially has volu
metric moisture content UQ = 0.4 at the surface and which is initially dry UL = 0 at
XL = 50 cm . In addition suppose that diffusivity and hydraulic conductivity given
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Depth x (cms)

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

Volumetric water content u

Figure 9.3: Redistribution of moisture at times t=0 —, t=1000
and t= 4000 - - seconds. Note that at each depth the volumetric moisure content increases as time
passes.
by:

D = Hu

H (u) = O.OOOle9" (craV 1 )

K(u) = 0.000014e9" (cmV1 )

(9.33)

These conditions together with equations (9.30) to (9.32) imply that A = -7.133
and so -0 (w) is fully defined. It follows that equations (9.28) and (9.29) can now be
used parametrically to produce curves which describe the redistribution of volumetric
moisture content u versus depth x for particular values of time t.

The results are
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given in Figure (9.3).

9.4

Summary

In this chapter two cases of classical (Lie/potential) symmetry and also a nonclassical symmetry is applied to a Dirichlet problem of the vertical infiltration of
moisture from the surface into a dry soil.

Richard's equation is reduced to an

ordinary boundary value problem which is solved numerically in the classical cases
whilst an analytic solution is presented for non-classical example.
presented in Figures (9.2) and (9.3).

The result are
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Chapter 10
Conclusion and discussion

10.1

Method of the study and conclusion

Water shortage in arid and semiarid regions has encouraged the search for addi
tional sources currently not exploited intensively.

One percent of the total world

water supply is freshwater available as either surface water or groundwater which is
an important source of water for irrigation and drinking water supplies. The earth's
water has been traveling in a large continuous hydrological cycle (Figures (1.2) &;
(1.3)).

Underground water is all the water that has penetrated the earth's surface

and is found in one of two layers (Figure (1.6)). Hence, knowledge of the infiltration
process is a requirement for understanding water management.
Some of the basis of our current understanding of hydrological cycle and soil infil
tration theory was introduced, which is one important outcome of the mathematical-
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physical approach to the study of water movement in unsaturated soils. The physical
basis of water flow in saturated and unsaturated soil was described by means of
Richard's equation for one-dimensional flow, and it was the interest here to discuss
many of the mathematical properties of Richard's equation and demonstrate how the
equation may be applied to reality. Chapter two also introduced briefly and discussed
the basic development of saturated and unsaturated Richard's flow equation, and its
mathematical features.
The investigation of nonlinear time-dependent Richards equation in one-dimension
was motivated by its application to unsaturated flow in an uniform soil. The scope of
this thesis was to investigate possible new solutions for Richard's equation in its one
dimensional form as it applies to the flow of moisture in an unsaturated soil or other
unsaturated porous media.

Throughout this thesis, the classical and non-classical

symmetry reduction method has been applied to the equation with unspecified hy
draulic conductivity K (u) and moisture diffusivity D (u). The analysis has centred
upon Richard's equation expressed both in its standard second order form and, also
as a potential system of two first order partial differential equations.
The main theory of soil infiltration was introduced using a mathematical-physical
approach to describe water movement in unsaturated soils using Darcy's law. The
equations were written with either water pressure head ^ (u) or water content u(x,t]
as dependent variables. We began with the absorption of water movement without
the effect of gravity, while the infiltration is absorption plus gravitational downward
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flow.

Mathematical expressions of the flow equation in different dimensions were

also presented, and both absorption and infiltration (absorption plus gravitational
downward flow) conditions are examined.

In this work we are in favour of using

Richard's equation in term of water content rather than pressure head, as the range
of D (u) values against water content u is relatively narrow. This makes numerical
treatment of flow relatively easy.
Methods for solving Richard's equation by both analytical and numerical procedureare then introduced.

Starting with a discussion of the similarity methods first

used by Philip to determine analytical solutions of Richard's equation in an unsaturated soil.

Philip's exact solutions for Richard's equation in one dimension were

examined with a fairly restrictive and simple initial and boundary conditions.

In

quasi-analytical solutions, mathematical analysis methods were used to establish the
basic form of the solution, while some coefficients of the solution require numerical
methods to be determined. The solution took the form of a power series in t1/2 . This
solution suggests that at small times the change of any u value proceeds as ^ (just
as in absorption), whereas at longer times the downward change of soil wetness ap
proaches a constant rate (K-Ki)/ (HI - Ui), where K and /Q are the conductivities
at the wetness values of HI (wetted surface) and «; (initial soil wetness), respectively.
In general, the method described by Philip is not practical for hydrologic application.
Philip also suggested an approximation that is valid for both short and long times,
unfortunately this approximation is quite biased at intermediate times.
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Therefore a broader discussion of similarity which leads to the Lie (classical) and
non-classical symmetry methods was examined. A review of the Lie classical method
and Lie classical symmetries was presented in Chapters four and five and eight for the
potential symmetries.

Potential symmetries, which are not local symmetries, were

carried out for Richard's equation by studying the classical point symmetries of the
system. Using these symmetries we have found similarity solutions of the system that
yield to exact solutions of Richard's equation, which cannot be obtained by classical
lie symmetries.

The conditions that the arbitrary functions D (u) and K (u) have

to fulfil for Richard's equation to admit the classical and potential symmetries were
listed in Chapters five and eight.

However in chapter nine an example with D (u)

and K (u) given in terms of powers of u was given to demonstrate the equivalence
of a potential and a classical symmetry reduction.

This was achieved using two

surface invariant conditions which are differentially dependent.

As to be expected

this method demonstrated the equivalence of many the entries in Tables (5.2) and
(8.1). None the less it was also shown that the potential method gave rise to new
symmetries including some not previously published.

The corresponding reduction

to a system of first order ordinary differential equations was presented.
Although these group methods provide the most widely applicable technique to
find solutions of ordinary and partial differential equations, a large number of tedious
calculations were involved. Hence, mathematical software, Macsyma, was presented
in Chapter six and it was shown how it may be used to compute the symmetry groups
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for Richards equation in three dimensions.
The non-classical symmetries of Bluman and Cole as they apply to Richard's
equation was discussed and presented in Chapter seven.

It was shown that the

determining equations were over-determined, heavily non-linear and very lengthy.
None the less it was possible to determine four new highly non-linear equations which
have been solved in five particular cases although the nature of H (u) and K (u) lacks
the generality of the classical case. However, in each case the reduction of Richard's
equation to an ordinary differential equation is presented and in a particular instance
an exact analytic solution was presented. A further analytic solution was presented
in Chapter eight.

The non-classical method was also discussed in the context of

the potential system in Chapter eight which resulted in two non-linear undetermined
equations for three infinitesimals.

However it was also shown that one of these

equations merely expresses the differential dependence of two surface conditions and
so only one determining equation remained.

It followed that this equation can

be closed only by the introduction of a further condition and there was a need for
research to determine the nature of such additional conditions. In this thesis a simple
assumption was introduced to enable a non-classical potential symmetry to be found.

10.2

Perspectives and further work

Although this method illustrated the usefulness of the symmetry method under
specialized boundary conditions there is no doubt that further research is necessary
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to establish its applicability under a broader range of physical circumstances and also
the possible range of initial and boundary problems to which they may correspond.
In this area there is much work still to do, and some examples relative to non-linear
diffussion equation are now described.
• Further studies of the multi-dimensional nonlinear diffusion Richard's equa
tion are required.

Up to now most of the studies have been concerned with

the problems such as existence of solutions rather than the determination of
possible exact solutions. Philip [1984] presented and discussed in detail the ex
act solutions of the problem of quasilinearized steady infiltration from circular
cylindrical and spherical cavities, with the moisture potential fixed at the cavity
surface. Exact solutions to the cylindrical and spherical symmetry cases were
found, and their relations to some real physical processes are also discussed.
Edwards and Broadbridge [1994] presented a Lie algebra of classical infinitesi
mal symmetries of the nonlinear diffusion-convection equation in two and three
dimensions.

Although exact solutions to higher-dimensional equations were

found, and discussed no non-classical symmetries solution were found. It may
be concluded that such analysis is needed in order to extract maximum analyt
ical information from these equations.
• Water infiltration into the unsaturated zone which is potentially affected by air
density ahead of the wetting front needs more discusion.

The effects of air

confinement ahead of the wetting front on water infiltration into unsaturated
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soils have been studied by many earlier investigators [e.g., Philip 1957a, b, c,d,
Parlange 1971a, Wang et al 1997]. Analytical infiltration equations accounting
for air density, air counter flow, and flow hysteresis in a porous medium were
derived by Wang et al [1997] on the basis of the Green and Ampt (1911) as
sumptions.

Air density ahead of the wetting front was predicted using the

perfect gas law. The affect of air entrapment on water flow may be described
using a complete two-phase diffusion-type approach involving a set of coupled
Richard's equations [Wang et al 1997] or by means of more approximate flow
descriptions that invoke such simplifications as first suggested by Green and
Ampt [1911]. Air compression ahead of the wetting front is a major cause of
wetting front instability [Wang et al 1997]. These processes may substantially
affect the rate of water infiltration. Further research to establish new solution
by means of classical and non classical method is necessary.
• In recent years there has been much interest on modelling ice sheet dynamics
in terms of degenerate non-linear diffusion equation [Fowler, 1992], especially
because of its importance in understanding of global climate change, global en
ergy balance and circulation models.

Although various physical theories for

large ice sheet motion have been presented there exist no general mathematical
treatment. Wiltshire [2006] focuses upon the derivation of the similarity solu
tions of a free boundary problem, which was presented in so called strong forms,
arising in glaciology, mainly to demonstrate that classes of such solutions exist
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and that they contain physically realistic properties. The outcome is that the
solution approached demonstrates that there is possibility of such solutions. In
this sense, there is a need for further research to seek solutions corresponding
to the weak formulation of the problem as for example presented by Diaz and
Schiavi [1999].
• In many previous studies of coupled diffusion, much of the analysis has been
numerical, with almost no analytical discussion in the literature. It has been
shown by Wiltshire [1994], using the analytical method of continuous, classical
one-parameter point symmetry, that the solutions for linear coupled diffusion
with three separate boundary conditions are intimately related. Nevertheless
when dealing with the classical cases of advection diffusion, it had limitations,
and it did appear that there are no hidden symmetries. It may be concluded
that a broader class of transformation ( perhaps Backlund) needs to be consid
ered in order to extract maximum analytical information from these equations.
• Mathematical biology is a fast growing, well recognized, although not clearly
defined subject, it is exciting modern application of mathematics [Murray, 1991].
The increasing use of mathematics in biology is expected as biology becomes
more quantitative.

In this sense, we may use the classical and non-classical

methods to find new practical solutions for different kind biological matter such
as the outbreak of single species.
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Appendix A
Examples of Macsyma Outputs for
calculations of Richards equation
In 3-dimensional

A.I

First run:

(c!4)-(c!8) illustrate the data.

(c21) illustrates the reduced determining equa

tions.

A. 2

Second run:

(cl4)-(c!8) illustrate the new data. (c23) illustrates the new reduced determining
equations.
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A.3

Third run:

(c!4)-(c21) illustrate the new data. (c26) illustrates the new reduced determining
equations.
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Appendix A.I

First run:
(c!4) - (c!8) illustrate the data. (c21) illustrates the
reduced determining equations.
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C:\Macsyma\Macsyma2\system\init.lsp being loaded.

(cl)

batch("c:\\melkafri\\a_symmetry\\3Dr_eql .com");

Command file for Nonlinear Richard Equation that describes the 3-dimenional infilti
on
Uses the file 3Dr_eq.dat
(c2) batchload("c:\\melkafri\\a_symmetry\\symmgrp.max")$
Batching the file c:\melkafri\a_symmetry\symmgrp.max
Batchload done.
(c3)

writefile("c:\\melkafri\\a_symmetry\\3Dr_eq.out")
c:\melkafri\a_symmetry\3Dr_eq.out

(d3)
(c4)

batch("c:\\melkafri\\a_symmetry\\3Dr_eq.dat" )$

Data file 3Dr_eq.dat for Richard equation : some symmetry
for use with SYMMGRP.MAX
number of independent variables:
(cS) p:3$
number of dependent variables:
(c6) , : 1 $
number of equations in the system:
(c7) m:lS
(c8)

parameters:[]$

(c9)

sublisteqs:[all]$

(clO) infoj>iven:True$
(ell) subst_deriv_of_vi:true$
(c!2) highest_derivatives:all$
(c!3) wamings:true$
(c!4) depends([\d,\k],[u[l]])

(c!5) depends([phil ],[x[l ],x[2],x[3],u[ 1 ]])
[Phil( x1 ' !t2' X3' ui)]

(dlS)

(c!6) depends([etal,eta2,eta3],[x[l],x[2],x[3],u[l]])
<*"V X2- \ «,

eta2CV X2' X3' ",) C

el:u[l,[0,0,l]]-\d*u[l,[2,0,0]]-diff(\d,u[l])Ml,[l,0,0]]A2-(l/x[1])'(\d'u
(clT) [l,[l,0,0]])-\d*u[l,[0,2,0]]-diff(\d,u[l])*u[l,[0,l,0]]A2+diffOk,u[I])*u[l,[0
,1,0]]

2 dD
2 dD
dK
ui, [0,1,0] du " ui. [i,o,o] d^ " Ui, [0,1.0] d^
n

(d!7)

"M'.","] 0

-",,[2,0,0]°- ————^

-

[0,0,1]

(c!8) vl:
\[

(dlS)

(c20) symmetry( 1,0,0)$
/»,„,...,*.»».»«**.**...«.**«*»****•**«**»«*********«***
/«
/*
/'

WELCOME TO THE MACSYMA PROGRAM FOR THE
CALCULATION OF THE SYMMETRY GROUP
IN BATCH MODE

*/

Page 1

*/
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/*

WRITTEN BY B. CHAMPAGNE AND W. HEREMAN

/*

Project Supervision: P. WTNTERNJTZ

/»

Version 2.0 released on May 29, 1995

*/
•/

/*
Copyright 1991
*/
,,»,«»„«„.»„„«„„»,«»„»„»»,„„,*»,„»»»„»„„,»»
*** Number of determining equations before
simplifications: 35
. ***
WARNING ! We eliminated the factonx
2 deta3 2
which was the coefficient of2 x —;—— D
i du
WARNING ! We eliminated the factorx,
which was the coefficient of 2 x D
.
deta3
dD + —
deta3
detal
*|2x
—
—————
-—— D + x —
——>
1 dx
du
du
i du I

List of factors that are cancelled: x , x
*** Number of determining equations after
simplifications: 24 . ***
*** These determining equations are stored in LODE. ***
(c21) printeqn(lode)$

1

:

deta3 D2 = 0
dx,

Equation 2

:

deta3 D2 -0
du,

Equation 3

:

Equation

detaS •D2 = 0
deta3 .n^n
du,
du,

Equation 5

1

:

deta3 dD + ——;-D
d eta3 1 =0
7—7——T~
*\
du,
du,2
J

Equation 6

:

deta3 dD + ———D
d2eta3 ) -0
D I 3—————I
du,
*,
du,2
J
Equation 7

:

I
deta3 dD
- ——
D| 2 ~dx^duj~ + du,dx,
Equation

8

:

deta3

dD

d2eta3

._
'

,

+ ————— D =0
I 2———————
dx2 du,
du,dx2
'
Equation 9

:

D

du

dx

Equation

10

du

l

du

J

:

deta3 dK 2 —^——~]—"
deta3 dD —~A——
deta2^ ""
——————"
du
du
dv
du
du I
Equation

11

:
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t
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OP
WP
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Equation

d\
deta3
2 —;——D
du,2
du,

deta3

dD

dK

du,

du,

du,

du,2

, DJ5L. 2 J!^. D ^P_. 2 J!^
deta2
dD
~d"7~ du

deta3
'

:

Equation 20

deta3 „ d2K
dx

.

dD
du,

deta2
dD
" Xi
' dx(
du,

deta3
dx
i

dD
du,

detal
dXj

deta2
' du dx

2

dela3
du dx

dP
du,

deta3
dx,

dK
du

dZeta3
' du dx

dK
du

dP
du, '

i

d2etal -D = 0

:

Equation 21

d2K + 3x. deta3
deta3
2x.—;——P——' *>
du 2

dP
du,

dK

dK + x phil———-x
d2eta3
+ 2x ——-—P—;—
'
x
i
du
i QU dx
i
d eta3

dP

d2eta3
dD
du

"1

dphil dD
dur
dUj

i

dP

deta3

deta3
dx3

dD
dut

deta2 dP x d2phil
D-2x
v
-2x————-—+
' du
1 ^ dui

Equation 22

:

2 ,., dD
deta3 dD dK
i*-1-^-".2
*. 2 ^-i^iu;-,
d2eta3
deta3
1

deta3
dx3

dP
" dD

2 d2eta3

dD

2 ~dphil

dD~
i

i

i

2

detal dP
, 2 —:———-—-2x
dP --2x
i
du
i dx
du

d2eta3
du,

'

du. 2

d2etal
.
, dx
du

Page 4
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:

Equation 23

deta3 f dK
d2K
x phil ——;- + x,—;—— \—.— -x,
'
' *> l du, J
du,2
'
dK

d2eta3

dK

d2eta3

deta3 dK
deta3
— D dK—"+" x —•—~~——•
deta2 dK
du
dx
dphil
—D+
*-T-.

'

dphil dD
du
dx

i

d2eta2

,
'

dx22

'

dx/

deta2
—— -0
-—— D-x,—
+ —deta2
i dx3
dx,

Equation 24
i

deta3
dXj

dK
di^

:
>

2 detal dK
dxj du,

i

2 dphil
dx,

d2eta3
d2eta3
—
— D2 -x ——
— -x ——
— + x phil—dD
*—dD
. 2
i dx
. 2
' dx
dui
i
dui
detal
deta3
—
-—— D-x 2 ——
—,— D + x—
*D2 +2x 2 —dphil
' dx/
' *,
1 d",*1,
detal D-etalD + x 2
d etal D-x ———
*D-x 2 ————
' *S
' dx,2

save("lodenls.lsp",lode)$
(c22) closefileO
(d22)

c:\melkafii\a_symmetry\3Dr_eq.out

(c23) quit()
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Appendix A.2

Second run:
(c!4) - (c!8) illustrate the new data. (c23) illustrates
the new reduced determining equations.
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(cl)

batch("c:\\meIkafri\\a_symmetry\\3Dr_eql .com");

Command file for Nonlinear Richard Equation that describes the 3-dimenional infiln
on
Uses the file 3Dr_eqlA.dat
(c2) batchload("c:\\melkafri\\a_symmetry\\symmgrp.max" )$
Batching the file c:\melkafri\a_symmetry\symmgrp,max
Batchload done.
(c3)

writefile("c:\\melkafri\\a_symmetry\\3Dr_eqlA.out")
c:\melkafn\a_symmetry\3Dr_eqlA.out

(d3)
(c4)

batch("c:Vmelkafri\\ajiymmetry\\3Dr_eq1 A.dat" )$

Data file R_eq.dat for Richard equation: some symmetry
for use with S YMMGRP.MAX
number of independent variables:
(c5)

p; 3 $

number of dependent variables:
(c6) q:l$
number of equations in the system:
(c7) m:lS
(c8)

parameters.[]$

(c9)

sublisteqs:[all]$

(clO) info_given:True$
(ell) subst_deriv_of_vi:true$
(c!2) highest_derivatives:all$
(c!3) wamings:true$
(c!4) depends([\d,\k],[u[l]])
(d!4)

(c!5) depends([phil],[x[l],x[2],x[3],u(l]])
(dlS)

(c!6) depends([etal],[x[l],x[2],x[3],u[l]])
(d!6)

(Cl7) depends([eta2]I[x[21.x[3]])
(d!7)

(c!8) depends([eta3],[x[3]])
(d!8)

(c!9)

el:u[l,[0,0,l]]-\d'u(l,[2>0,0]]-diff(\d,uH])MU[l,0,01]A2-(l/x[l])'\d»u[
l[l,0,0]]-\d»u[l,[0,2,0]l-diff(\d,u[l])*u[l,[0,l,Oir2+diffCk,u[l])*u[l >[0,
1,0]]

2 dP

dK

• U1,[2,0,0]

D"

2 dP

n,D
u1, r[1,0,01
1
V [0,0,1]

(c20) vl :
ui, [0,0,1]

(d20)

(c22) symmetry(l,0,0)$
/.,»*»*«»,»***»*****.*********«**»»*•********************
/*
/*

WELCOME TO THE MACSYMA PROGRAM FOR THE
CALCULATION OF THE SYMMETRY GROUP

Page 1

*/
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*/

IN BATCH MODE

/*

WRITTEN BY B. CHAMPAGNE AND W. HEREMAN

I*
/*

Project Supervision: P. WINTERNITZ

/*

Version 2.0 released on May 29, 1995

*/
*/

»/
Copyright 1991
/*
/„»,„*«»„»„»,„„.»»„„.»,„,»,»*,»,»„,»,..»„„
*** Number of determining equations before
. ***
simplifications: 13
WARNING ! We eliminated the factorx

2

which was the coefficient of 2 x ——— D
i du
WARNING ! We eliminated the factorx
which was the coefficient ofx
d2phil

dphil dK

f

dx
. dphil p _ dphil p +
dx
j» 2
dphil

List of factors that are cancelled: x , x
*** Number of determining equations after
. ***
simplifications: 11
*** These determining equations are stored in LODE. ***
(c23) printeqn(lode)$

1

delal
-D = 0
du

Equation 2

detal -D-0
dx

Equation

Equation 3
dD
du,

detal
du

:
d etal D-0
du.

Equation 4
dP
du

detal
dx

Equation 5

detal
D=0
du dx
:

deta2
detaS
dD
du,~ + " dx3 D-2
dx.
Equation

6

:

deta3
dD + ———
phil—;—
dx
du
Equation 7
phi 1

j
duj

dD
du,
Equation 8

:
deta3
~—— ~dD
—dphil
,— "*" ~
du,
deta2
dx2

dD
du,

> —U

du

:
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Appendix A.3

Third run:
(c!4) - (c21) illustrate the new data. (c26) illustrates
the new reduced determining equations.
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(cl)

batch{"c:\\melkafri\\a_symmetry\\3Dr_eql .com");

Command file for Nonlinear Richard Equation that describes the 3-dimenional infiltr
on
Uses the file 3Dr_eqlA-2.dat
(c2)

batchload("c:\\melkafri\\a_symmetry\\symmgrp.max")$

Batching the file c:\melkafri\a_symmetry\symmgrp.max
Batchload done.
(c3)

writefile("c:\\melkafri\\a_symmetry\\3Dr_eqlA-2.out")

(d3)
(c4)

c:\melkafn\a_symmetry\3Dr_eqlA-2.out
batch("c:\\melkafri\\a_symmetry\\3Dr_eqlA-2.dat")$

Data file R_eq.dat for Richard equation: some symmetry
for use with S YMMGRP.MAX
number of independent variables:
(cS) p: 3 $
number of dependent variables:
<c6)

q:1$

number of equations in the system:
(c7) m:l$
(c8)

parameters: []$

(c9)

sublisteqs:[all]$

(clO) info_given:True$
(ell) subst_deriv_of_vi:true$
(c!2) highest_derivatives:all$
(c!3) wamings:true$
(c!4) depends([\d,\k],[u[l]])
(U14)

(clS) depends([phil],[x[l],x[2],x[3],u[l]])
(dlS)

(clfi) depends([etal],[x[l],x[3]])
(d!6)

(c!7) depends([eta2],[x[2],x[3]])
(dlT)

(c!8) depends([eta3],[x[3]])
(dlS)
(c!9) depends([f,g,h],[x[3]])
(d!9)

(c20) etal:fx[l]+g
(d20)

S + x, f

(c21) eta2:f*x[2]+h
(dll)

h+X2 f

(c22)

el:u[l,[0,0,l]]-\d«u[l,PAO]]-diffOd,u[l])*u[l.[l,0,0]r2-(l/x[l])'\d'u[
l,[l,0,0]]-\d*u[l,[0,2,0]]-dirT(\d,u[l])*u[l,[0,l,0]]A2+diff(*,u[l])*u[l,[0,
1,0]]

dK
2 dD
2 dD
Ui, [0,1,0] du " Ui, [i.o.»] d^ """. P.'."] du,
n ————
••.
-",,[2,0,0]°T

„
D
-",,[0.2.0]°

u1, [0, 0. 1]
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(c23) vl :u[l,[0,0,
, [0,0,1]
(c2S) symmetry( 1,0,0)$
/*

WELCOME TO THE MACSYMA PROGRAM FOR THE

/*

CALCULATION OF THE SYMMETRY GROUP

/*
/*

IN BATCH MODE

*/

WRITTEN BY B. CHAMPAGNE AND W. HEREMAN

/*

Project Supervision: P. WINTERN1TZ

/*

Version 2.0 released on May 29, 1995

/*

Copyright 1991

*/
*/

»/

*** Number of determining equations before
simplifications: 7 . ***
WARNING ! We eliminated the factonx

2

which was the coefficient of

WARNING ! We eliminated the factonx,
which was the coefficient of x
dphil
d*2

dK
dui

d2phil

* dphil D _

+x

~

dphil

List of factors that are cancelled: x,,
*** Number of determining equations after
simplifications: 5 . ***
*** These determining equations are stored in LODE. ***
(c26) pnnteqn(lode)$
Equation

1

:

dD
deta3 = 0
phil———-2fD
+ ————D
du
dx
Equation 2

:

d2D + ~^———T~'
dphil dD 2f
phil——r
du 2
du,
dui
dD
du

deta3
dx3

Equation 3

dD
du

dphil

:

-~
dphil dK

d'phil

*
Equation 4

Page 2

*/
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d2K - , dK
phil
*•>
du,2

detaS dK
*,

d2phil
dphil
.* ——
^— _ j^
••-- £) _ —dh
^^— _ 2 ———
—— —dD
2
dx

Equation 5

:

dphil
dD + 2x 2 —-^—D
dphil dD + xiPhil——
2x, 2 -^———-—
' du dx(
du
i
i dxi du(
2 dg
deta3
-gD-2xfD + x—-————
i dx
i
6

df
3 ———

save("lodenls.lsp",lode)$
(c27) closefileO
c:\melkafri\a_symmetry\3Dr_eqlA-2.out
(d27)
(c28) quit()
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